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Abstract
This qualil3.tive stUdy ",'as done because it was pe:rceive:d that the Ne\\foundland
and Labrador Education System is failing to meet the needs of the Labrador Inuit
The primal)' aim of the study was to determine if the way in which the Labrador
East IntegraJed School Board was structured and administered was a contributing
factor to this problem.
The study included thiny-rwo participants from five sample groups. The groups
included: Inuit parents. administrators from the Labrador East Integrated School
Board. employees of the Labrador Inuit Association. Inuit teachers and non-Inuit
teachers. Panicipants, except for the administrators. were randomly seleeted.
Data was collected using a questionnaire. The questions were open-ended and
broadly stated.
Analysis ofdara was a form of analytical induction described by Wilcox (1982).
Responses were tranSlated, when necessary. and entered in a computer pro.brram
to automate the clerical aspects of the analytical process. Using the Ethnograph
program. data was organized and read carefully to identify emerging themes
Redundancies in the data were removed. Similarities and differences among the
responses of the sample groups were identifie:d and grouped together. The data
was examined for evidence of matches and mismatches between various sample
groups. The survey data was then related to theoretical construets considered
imponantto educational administration.
Administration theory proposed by Hargreaves (1994). Grttnfield (1996) and
Sergiovanni and Corbally (1984) fonned the basis for the conceprual
development framework The findings ofthe survey data were e.xamined in
relation to theoretical constructs.. thereby relating theory to practice.
The finding indicated thai the way in which the Labrador Eau Integrated School
Board is sttuetuted and administered is a contributing factor to education
problems of the Labrador Inuit. The findings also show lhatthe Inuit do not
perceive the education system the way administrators do. The Inuit perceive the
system as much less effective and valuable.
Recommendalions for practice focussed on the need for more meaningful
panicipation of the Inuit in the fonnal education system. The Inuit have to
become more involved in the decision-making process. Findings also show that
Ihe present system must be made more accommodating to Inuit culture and
values.
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Cbapter I
lntrodUctiOD 10 tbe Study
For an education system to function effectively it mU$l involve the people it
serves in the decision making process (Buffett, 1987). The labrador East
Integrated School Board that serves the Inuit ofNonhem Labrador is no
exception to this rule. The Board has said that it is essential for Inuit
communities 10 be involved in our educational system. and has taken steps to that
effect
Despite its intentions, however. the Labrador East Integrated School
Board appears not 10 have met this obligation 10 the Inuit of Nonhem Labrador.
One of the reasons for the apparent lack of Inuit participation in the fonnal
educational process could very well stem from the way in which the educational
systemisstru<:tured..
It is hegemonic for US 10 assume that administrative struerures designed
for a majority ofcommunities. such as the structure now in place in Inuit
communities of Labrador. is conducive to their involvement in the formal
educational system. I believe it more reasonable 10 conclude that the present
administrative structure is the product of a system designed for a predominantly
while NeMoundland culture and that many ideas. values and practices inherent in
this system do not necessarily meet with Inuit values and ideas.
The administrative structure of the Labrador East Integrated School Board
seems 10 perpetuate the successful assimilation of the senler class while
simultaneously alienating the Inuit population. I wish to make it clear at this
point that I am in no way implying that there is a conscious effort of one class of
Labrador people to oppress another. instead. it is being suggested thaI it is
possible that there are factors inherent in the present system that may nOl be in
compliance with Inuit culture.
To facilitate the involvement of L.,uit in the educational process, we may
have to consider changing the current adminiSlfative structure to make it more
accommodating to their culture. In designing and setting up such a system. it has
10 be considered that Inuit culture, like all other cultures. is continuously
changing. Any administrative system put in place must be flexible enough to meet
the changing conditions and values of that society
Hargreaves (1994) proposes such a structure through his idea of the
"moving mosaic:' Hargreaves advocates an educational system that is a complex
web of relationships. He explains how these relationships should extend \vell
beyond the traditional administrative fOnTI. Conslructs like mutual respect.
human relationships, participation. understanding. tolerance, nexibility, risk
taking. continuous improvement. are all central to this idea.
Hargreaves theory of administration is renected in the work of other noted
scholars in education administration. Greenfield ( 1986Jargues Ihat a departure
from the traditional hierarchial fOnTI of administration may be needed. He says
that contemporary administrative paradigms have to be envisioned that recognize
Ihe values. morals. goals. and ideals of the people it serves. Greenfield suggests
that the objectives of educational organizations are greatly inOuenced by these
variables from the external envirorunent and that we must develop goals and
strategy in response to this information. Modem administrative theory and
practices must be able to respond to the realities of the social environment in
which they are constructed. Holmes (1989) states that educational theories are
only part of the social environment in which they are developed and must be
considered within thatconte),.'t.
Sergiovanni and Corbally (1984) promote the need for flexibility in
modem administrative theory. Their ideas center around the notion that there are
many ways to administrate. Divergent thinking, inner experience. imagination.
and feelings are central to this process. In other words, theoretical approaches to
education administration should be more holistic and based on nonlinear and
intuitive strategies. Current administrative theory needs to transcend the
perceived limitations of traditional restrictive paradigms (Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador. 1992). Sergiovanni and Corbally remind us that
since education administration and organizational behavior are linked to human
conventions, perspectives of practice are not truth seeking in the traditional sense
but rather serves to enhance one's understanding and to illuminate:: one's view of
the world.
This typc:: of administrative:: theory is useful and wonh pursuing.. It can
form a frame of reference for the practitioner and help guide decision making that
is more inclusive:: of the public. Public involvement in the:: decision-making
process is essential if schools are to be effective. BufTen (1987) stresses Ihe need
for the public to become involved in the education process. He says thai the
school and community must have a close relationship since the school serves the
very imponant function of socializing the young to reflect the values. morals. and
goals of society so that basic culture can be perpetuated. Noah (1979) concluded
that Inuit education should serve the needs and interests of the Labrador Inuit
over and above the daily education of the child. He said that school achievemenl
depends upon the combination of influences in the family, school. and local
community.
The position taken by Noah is supported by Deyhle (1992) who mainlains
that says that a strong sense of cultural identity, such as that defined by speaking
the native language fluently and engaging in traditional religious and social
activities. provides students with an advantage in school. Mclaren (1989) argues
that school failure is structurally located and culturally mediated
Buffett suggests that educational administrators are needed to develop and
coordinate community participation in dedsion.making and problem solving
activities. He says that the school needs to develop a close relationship with the
home in order to provide Ihe kind of education Ihe public 'N3.nts and demands
Ledlow (1992) also promotes the need for native people to be involved in the
fonnal education of their children. She advocates local native control of
education through Ihe use of a circular local education aUlhority organization
structure such as that used by the Hishkoonikun Education AUlhority. II is a
SU'UCture that ~flects the values and traditions of native people. When viewed
from the perspective of these authors., administrative pnlctia: should place
emphasis on the general involvement ofthe people it serves. It embodies the idea
that good administration requires the cooperative effort ofeveryone affected by
the process. In particular, an effective education system is one that promotes a
shared decision making process that involves the community in a meaningful
The theoretical constructs ofshared decision making, flanened
administrative structures. value-added education. flexibility and open
communication are flOI academic abstractions. Instead, they could be viewed as
imponant in fonning the bases for a conceptual framework that could be used 10
facilitate Inuit involvement in the educational process. An administrative
structure promoting the above concepts would foster the participation and thus
empowerment of the Inuit It would ensure more Inuit input in into a shared
decision making process.
Avenues would be created mat allow for continuous dialogue between the
school and community. There would a clear flow of infonnation between the
educational structure and the community which it is trying to serve. This flow of
infonnation would be two-way. with parents and community leaders being
involved in relevant decision making with respect to delivering educational
services in their own community.
Hollander (1993\ says traditional hierarchial structures lead to a sense of
some stalc:eholders being more or less important than others. He SU!LlZCSts thallhe
resull ofthis class distinction is a laclr.: oftogethemess. except within a group. for
example, teachers, support staff. Native, noo-Native, and so forth. To overcome
the sense of isolation created by hierarchial snuctures. Hollander recommends a
circular community local education authority organizational structure, such a~ the
one established in ~hechewan. Ontario in 1988. He maintains that such a
stnJeture signifies that all shareholders in education are dependent and related to
one another .......thin the whole. II pTOvldes equality. a clear focus. and improved
accountability and responsibility among the various shareholders in education
A circular orientation bases ilS premise on the faci that no one individual
or group is more Of less important than any other ~use there is no hierarchy or
venical orientation. The result is a scn.<;e togetherness and cooperation within the
organization. The students are the focus of the organization. Awareness of this
focus results in a common mission. improved communications. and reduced
isolation among the shareholders (Hollander. 1993).
A Statmlent of the Problem
This study is being done because the Newfoundland and Labrador
education system may be failing to meet the needs of the lnuil. Recent literature
indicates that the way in which school boards are stnJetured and administered
could be a contributing factor to this problem (Greenfield 1984: Leithwood and
Jantzi 1990: Fullan 1992: Downer 19961.
If the current education system for Inuit communities in Nonhem
Labrador system is working correctly, it should be valued equally among all
members affected by that system. If this proves to be the case than the present
hierarchial model (figure 2.1) is adequate. If there are major differences among
various groups of stakeholders in Northern Labrador as to the value and
effectiveness of me present education system, a revision of mat system may be
required.
A comparative analysis between the Labrador Inuit's perspective on the
education system, with that of the administration of me Labrador East Integrated
School Board, should shed some light on chis issue. It may even identify ex:isting
problems within che system and provide some suggestions on how to deal with
them.
The study should achieve the following four objectives'
(I) Identify whether or not there is a disjunction between the educational
goals, priorities, and values of Inuit parents and the Labrador East
Integrated School Board and some ofthe representatives of the fonnal
system. Teachers. employees of me labrador Inuit Association, and
school board personnel are laken separately as groups chat may represent
the fonnal education system
(2) Find out if there is a need for Inuit to become more involved in the
decision making process of the formal education syscem
(3) Identify whether or not the: present administrati\"e $[Tucture IS flexiblc
enough to allow for Inuit involvement in thc: decision making process.
(4) Elicit, from the Inuit, ideas that may lead to an administrative
structure that allows for more cffective communication between !he
Inuit communily and thc formal education system.
Delimitations ofStudy
This study was limited to thc views and perccptions of most ofthc major
stakeholder groups affectcd by thc cducational system in the Inuit communitics of
Northern Labrador. Thcse included Inuit parents. education administrators. UA
cmployees. fnuit tcachen. and non-Inuit teachers. I realize that Inuit parents
south ofRigolcl, students.. settlcrs. school board officials. rransicnt ....'Orkcrs. ctc .
are affected by the present education sysIem. These groups. however. were not
specifically included in this study. Panicipants were limited to groups in the
North coast communities because I was primarily inlercstcd in the cffects of the
educational S}'S[em in these communities. In my judgcmenlthc samplc groups
selected adequatcly reflect the views and perceptions oflhose people most
impacted by thc Labrador East Inlegrated School Board. Whcther or 001 thc
research findings can be generalized to the entire population from Rigolct to
Nain, will be left to the discretion of the reader
Limitations of Study
The validity and reliability of this study may be limited by several factors.
The use of questionnaires as a mcthod ofdala collecting may have had some
:,;:
drawbacks. Even though the questionnaires were translated into Inul,.'1itul. the
meaning and context of the questions may have been lost in translations. The
same may be true with responses that were wrinen in Inuktitut and translated into
English. While precautions were taken to avoid education jargon., it is still
possible that some of the participants may not have fully unden;tood the content
of some questions. In other words. different participants may have reached
different conclusions as to what a particular question was asking and responded
accordingly. Some participants left certain questions unanswered. citing that they
did not undemand the question. This was observed to be more fTet(uent in the
[nuit Parent group.
Due to restraints in time and money. it was not possible to question all the
various groups of stakeholders in the study area. In an effon to obtain a balance
and credible view of educational practices. I selected those people who I
considered 10 be Ute most imponant stakeholders. These individuals were
directly affected by the education system. I acknowledge that imponant sectors
of the population may have been omined from the study. There is also the
possibility that respondents may have had preconceived ideas of what [ expected
and answered accordingly.
The data in this study were derived from views and perceptions as they
were stated in writing. While eve!)' effort was made to accurately convey the
findings. some of the wrinen responses were open 10 interpretation on my part.
Since a follow up was not made. it is difficult to State \vith absolute cenainty
whether any inference made on my pan was truly reflective ofa respondenc"s
Defioition of Key Terms
As stated in the LlA's By-Laws (LlA, 1994), the term Inuit means the
aboriginal people of Labrador fonnerly known as Eskimos, They traditionally
used and occupied and currently occupy the lands, waters and sea-ice of the
labrador lnuit Land Claims Area. Inuit communities will mean the communities
of Rigolet, Makkovik. Hopedale, and Nain. There are two other major groups of
residents in these communities. the settlers and Kablunangajuit. Settlers are those
long term residents of the Labrador Inuit Claim Area but who are not of Inuit
descent where as Kablunangajuit are people who are
(i) pursuant to Inuit customs and traditions,
(ii) have Inuitancesny.
(iii) and who became permanent residents in the labmdor Inuit Land
Claim Area prior to 1940 or are descendants of such a person and
was born on or before 30 November, 1990.
The preceding definitions are official definitions laken from the bylaws of
the Labrador lnuit Association. Because the Labrador Inuit Association's
Constitution makes no distinction between Inuit and Kablunangajuit. for the
purpose of analysis I treated these two groups as one. All Inuit panicipancs are
members of the Labrador Inuit Association
Cbapter2
Review of Related Literature and Research
The Inuit of Northern Labrador has expressed a desire and a need to have
more control over the education system that serves them. They feel that the
present education system does not adequately meet the needs of the Inuit
community. Furthennore, they believe that more lItuit involvement in the delivery
of education to their communities is required (Labrador Inuit Education
Conference 1977; Labrador Inuit Education Conference 1987).
The Labrador Inuit perception that the Newfoundland and Labrador
school system is failing to meet the needs of the Labrador Inuit has considerable
merit. Indeed, it can be said with a great degree ofcenainty that ....-e are not
meeting the educational needs of Inuit communities. Noah (1979) says that a
significant number of Inuit students are likely to fail to achieve a high school
level of education even though their attitudes toward school are not negative.
According to provincial standards. the success rates of schools in these
areas are much lower than in non Inuit communities. Hendrick( 19861, for
example. stated that approximately 70% of Inuit students drop out before they
finish high school. Based on her interviews with parents and teachers she
concluded that mOSI who did finish high school were very weak in
communications and mathematics (Hendrick, 1986).
Hendrick·s findings are reflected in the school profiles of lens Haven
Memorial School in Nain. the largest Inuit school served by the Labrador East
Integrated School Board. The Grade 12 gradualion rale for Jens Haven Memonal
School in the 1989-90 Academic Year was 15.0% compared with me provincial
average of68.0%. The Grade 12 pass rate was 27.3% compared wilh the
provincial average of83.0%. The school's holding poweT was 35% while the
average provincial holding power was 8704 (Departmenl ofEducalion. 1991).
The school profile on Jens Haven Memorial in 1994 shows an
improvement in these results. However. they 100 fall far shan of provincial
norms. The graduation rale for Jens Haven Memorial School in the 1992-93
academic year ......as 45.0% while the provincial average was 70.6%. The grade
[Wel~ pass rate was 75.0% compared with the provincial average of 82.6%
(Department of Education. 1994).
Statistics for the 1994-1995 academic year also show Inuit suJdents
performing lower than their provincial COUnlerparts on these same indicators. In
1994-95 Jens Haven Memorial School had a graduation rate 0[24.0%. Its Grade
12 pass rate was 50.0% and il had a holding power of44%. In that same
Academic Year the province had a graduation rate of67.7% and a pass rate of
80.1 %. The provincial holding power was 88.3% (Depanmenl of Educalion.
1996).
Concerns raised al the Labrador Inuit Education Conferences of 19n and
1987 also indicate that the presenl educational system is nOI meeting the needs of
Inuit communities. Repons from the conferences state thaI the dropout rate for
Inuil al pas! secondary inslitutions is very high. These repons also concluded that
schools are nol reaching out to the Inuit community In the 1987 Conference il
was pointed out that Labrador Inuit have the highest dropout rate in the province
(Labrador Inuit Association, 1987). The dropout problem was also recognized
and acknowledged at the 1977 Labrador Inuil Education Conference.
In addition to educational problems. Inuit youth are coping with other
social stress. The Nain Youth Suicide Conference of 1985, for example, focused
on the higher than an average rate of teenage suicide in Inuit communities. The
concerns of the Labrador Inuit were supported by the findings ofPauktuutit (Inuit
Women·s Association). [n a report released by Paukl:uutil in 1990. it was
concluded that poverty, suicide. and substance abuse are serious problems facing
Inuit youth of Labrador. Survey data published by the Pauktuutit revealed that
66.7% of respondents in Inuit communities in Labrador considered substance
abuse. lack of educmion, and the dropout rale 10 be lhe most serious problems
facing their communities (Pauktuutit. 1990). The same report also cited child
sexual abuse and family violence as very serious problems in Labrado(s Inuit
The findings ofPauktuutit are supported by studies conducted by the
Labrador Inuit Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program (L1ADAP) and the Labrador
Health Commission (LIHC). Both organizations stress the need for more
cooperation among community organizations to help deal with lhe problems
afflicting Inuit youth (Kemuksigak.. 1992).
There are many factors that contribute to the high dropout rate, lack of
academic success. and chronic absenteeism in Inuit communities. In order for us
to come to tenns with the serious difficulties which schools are experiencing in
Northern Labrador. we have to ask ourselves a very serious question. Do the Inuit
need to have more control over the education system which serves them?
Research on parental involvement and shared decision-making in educalion
indicate that they should have more input in the educational process (Downer.
1996). Her position is supported by Noah (1979) who concluded that Inuit
parents need 10 be more actively involved in school boards. He says that Inuit
teachers and resource people have to assume a greater responsibility for the
education of the Inuit child.
Downer points out that education is a public affair and parents have a
democratic right and inherenl responsibility 10 be engaged in their children' s
education. She sees this partnership as the most important feature ofa child's
education. Epstien (1992) states that students have a desire for their parents 10
become actively involved in the educational process and want their parents 10
have an inpul into educational issues that affecl them
Davies (1991) argues that education is the responsibility of the entire
community. He advocates a shared decision approach to education based on Ihe
premise that it would assure the social. physical. emotional and academic
development of children and pennit the entire community 10 have influence and
decision-making within the school
It was pointed out by Downer (1996) Ihat parents need not to be well
educated to make a difference. Children will benefit when parents are aware of
the issues and have input into solutions. Downer claims that only extensive
dialogue and sharing in the real issues affecting children and parents can bridge
the perceived gap belWeen the values of the school and the values they have.
Administrators of the Labrador East Integrated School Board should
recognize this need and look for ways to promote the involvement of Inuit parents
in Ihe educational process. Begley (1995) supports this argument by suggesting
Ihat policy makers have the responsibility to consult extensively with all
stakeholders so that decision making is compatible with the ideals. values and
interest of all affected by the outcomes. Townsend (I 995) insists that not
allowing stakeholders to be involved in the educational process, may be viewed
as an attempt to ignore the opinions and solutions offered by those responsible for
children's education. This could leave a large number ofsrakeholders feeling
alienated and powerless. Beattie (1985) advocates shared dedsion-making
because it reduces bureaucratic power which would lead to policy development
that is more meaningful to the various stakeholders.
McClure (1988) describes the merits of nattening the hierarchial structure
in schools, promoting the concept of shared leadership. Results of his findings
indicate that shared decision-making is advantageous to any school. Trunter
(1994) compares the traditional organization to a "barge trying to manoeuvre
through permanent white water. leday's rapidly changing world requires more
flelCibility and respon.si\'enes5 than traditional centralized sttuetures allow- (p.221.
Gonon and Snowden (1993) beliew: that administnltors should not only be skilled
at commWlicating with different stakeholders but must actively become a monitor
and seeker ofcommWlication as well. Senge (1990) refers to this approach to
adminiStrating as shared vlsion. He suggests that this kind of vision is a palpable
that creates a sense ofcommonality that permeatcs the educational organizalion
and gives coherence 10 diverse activities.
Canadian society as a whole is presently experiencing a period of radical
educational change. Educational leadership is coming under close scrutiny. as
statistics show high rates of illiteracy. poor perfonnance ofCanadian students on
intemationallcstS. high dropout ratcs. and lack of qualified workers (Holmes.
1989). Hughes (1990) states that insritutionalleadc:rship within the educational
system is becoming an important public issue and a fonnidable challenge.
The Royal Commission on Education (1992) also recognizes the need for
public involvement in education and decision making proccsscs. The
Commission concluded that educational change is high on the public agenda and
that people in Newfoundland and Labrador are demanding substantive changes in
the educational systems. The pressure for this change is coming from those who
are disenfranchised by the present educational system. This pressure for change
was quite cvldent in the rcpons on the Labrador Education Conferences held at
Nain in 1977 and 1981 (Labrador Inuit Association., 1981).
The Commission made recommendations tha! were particular!o the
Labrador fnuit. [t concluded that Inuit should become more involved in the
formal education system. The Royal Commission on Education specifically
recommended that a committee be established that recognizes the relevance of
the learning of Inuit children. The report proposed that the Labrador School
Board establish a Native Curriculum Committee comprising of native parents and
native teachers and curriculum specialists with a mandate to coordinate
educational activities. and that the Department of Education provide the
necessary resources to facilitate this process (Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 1992).
Ingram (1982) perceived the lack of aboriginal involvement asa key
factor conrributing to poor perfonnance in school The Labrador Inuit Education
Conferences held at Nain in 1977 and 1987 support Ingram's position Ihat
communities, Inuit communities included, need to become more involved in the
educational process. [nuit communities have recognized this need for public
involvement in education and have taken steps 10 ensure their participation in the
educational process.
A major Inuit Education Conference was held at Nain in 1977. It was
followed by another Inuit Education Conference in 1987. During both
conferences, the Inuit made known their commitment to educational change.
They expressed a need and desire to take ownership of the educational system
!hat serves them. Administrators of fnuit education should acknowledge lnuil
desire for change and o\vnership of the educational process and help foster a
positive climate for this educational change. In attempting to facilitate change in
Inuit society, administrators must operate on the premise that we can create
learning environments for all Canadians, regardless of culture or race.
With this in mind, [ will anempt to describe some general administrative
qualities that may be useful in helping us meet the educational needs ofInuit in
the modem era. Effective administrators of the Inuit education, for example.
must be able to adapt to change. Follett (1926) recognized the principle of
change when she advocated the concept of the ever..changing situation. Follen
proposed that the working situation was continuously changing and that managers
had to recognize that change and adopt leadership styles that were congruent with
it. Although change is not synonymous with improvement. administrators need to
understand that model types and methods do exist and that planned change is
ideal (Lunenburg and Orstein, [991).
It is nOt the purpose of this thesis to discuss all the variables involved in
the process. It is appropriate, however, to discuss the leadership qualities
necessary to help with the change process. Based on ideas presented by
Lunenburg and Ornstein, I suggest that the following traits are necessary in
leaders who wish to facilitate effective educational change in Inuit communities
Effective administrators must:
(I) have the capacity to guide groups of people toward common goals
through mostly non-coercive means.
cn be able to recognize and help establish a sel of processes or
strategies that align the needs and values of individuals and groups
with the missions and goals of the Inuit community.
(J) never lose sight of the miSsion or goals of education. and help
develop a set of strategies that will move the schoolloward
achieving them.
(4) be able to instill cooperation and teamwork within the organization.,
aimed at achieving shared goals.
(5) be able 10 encourage Inuit input and participation in the decision
making process. as opposed to dictating or directing.
(6) have the capacity 10 motivate people in the organization and Inuit
community who are committed to the mission and goals of the
school.
(7) be consistent and lead by example
(8) help create and maintain an excellent working climate both in the
school and Inuit community.
In considering the ideas just presenled, two general qualities seem to be
necessary in administrators who wish to be pan of the change process. First, the~'
must be perceived by others as trustworthy and able to elicit the best work from
people. An effective leader must be people-oriented. It may be useful at this
point to explore this idea a little further. Leithwood's (1992) research indicates
that an imponant source of power is the ability ofleaders 10 empower others. His
idea of leadership explored the notion that administrators need to encourage a
working climate that leads to a collaborative culture within the school.
Downer (1996) suggests that this concept could be expanded 10 include
the community as a whole. She advocates that strong partnerships have to be
developed between schools. families and their communities. Leithwood suggests
thai new visions of leadership require characteristics that entertain the concept of
shared responsibility and power. He maintains that we need to shift toward
expert power and the power which come from empowering others. He cans this
transfonnational leadership.
Fullan (1992) lends support to Leithwood's idea. His research shows that
transfonnalionalleadership builds vision. It develops. nonns. collegialiry. and
continuous improvement. In the type of culture described by Fullan. there is an
emphasis placed on shared strategies for problem solving and dealing with
conflict. At different times Ihe leader becomes the follower. Both Fullan and
Leithwood teach US the importance of interaction between leaders and OIhers.
Tracy (1990) says that power operates under the same principle as love: The
more you give to others. the more you receive in return.
Modem administrators of Inuit education need to promote the exchange of
ideas and decision-making policies between students. teachers. parents.
administrators, and trustees. We are cautioned., however. that all the public
involvement in the world will not compensate for low-quality education. Daggen
(1993). for instance. warns us nOI to lose sight of the academic aspect of
education. He addresses the inability of American students to compete
academically with their international counterpartS and says that the educational
system is inadequate in teaching relevant information and higher level skills.
Holmes (1989) supports his view by cOllCluding that Canadians are not satisfied
with the academic performance of our students. He provided statistics to
illustrate Canadian students' poor performance relative to other developed
Academic excellence requires administrators and teachers who recognize
the need to work diligently and who give a good deal of themselves to teaching
and leaming (Sergiovanni. 1990). According to Sergiovanni this requires
administrators and teachers who are not only competent but make a commitment
beyond competence. He stresses that we give anention to the hean and soul as
well as the mind. However, Sergiovanni says that when it comes to leaming we
cannot choose between what is good for a student academically and what is good
developmentally. This idea also holds true when working with culturally unique
societies like the Labrador Inuit
Douglas (1994) recognizes the need for Inuit to preserve their cultural
integrity through the education system. She describes how Inuit community
members in Baffin Island are learning to manage formal schooling. In the
process they are modifying that institution so that it reflects their 0\101\ community
context. Douglas concluded that if rnuit in Arctic Bay panicipate in a
partnership with schooling it will reinforce Arctic Bay's cultural viability. As
education policy makers, community members will be in a position to integrate
their own values and practices into the schooling system.
Without local Inuit control, Douglas says that the institutions of
mainstream North American culture, of which schooling is a case in point. will
continue to be superimposed on Canada·s indigenous communities with linle. if
any, recognition of their culture. She argues that community members' concerns
indicate that some values associated with schooling are inconsistent with the Inuit
way of life. Schooling appears to raise conflicting values not only between
cultures but also within the culture.
Douglas (1994) points out that fonnal educators' anempts to
accommodate obvious cultural differences will not suffice in solving problems of
alienation between indigenous students and the school system. He concludes that
the institutional practices and values of the dominant society inevitably permeate
the school. causing students' negative self-perceptions and low self-esteem, and
thus inhibiting their school success.
Sergiovanni enlightens us on the role of moral leadership in our
educational system. He stresses that management and leadership theory must be
combined with values and ethics. This involves being concerned with both what
is effective and what is good: what works and what makes sense; doing things
right and doing the right thing in the right way. It is imponant to understand.
however. that the values, morals. and ethics that provide the foundations of
contemporary Canadian society may nOl n~cessarily be in compliance wilh Inuit
culture.
The Labrador Inuit Association pointed this out when they argued for lnuil
control over education during the 1977 Labrador Enuit Education Conference.
The Association argued that the Inuit language, CullUre, values and traditional
skills were unique to the Labrador Inuil Based on this rationale they advocated
that the education interests of the Inuit could be best served by the Inuit
themselves (Labrador Inuit Education Conference, 1977)
If the position taken by the Labrador Inuil Association is accepted by the
present education system, ways have to be found to more actively involve Inuit in
the decision making processes ofthe fonnal education system. One of the great
challenges that educational administrators in the North will encounter in the
1990's is how to help motivate the Inuit Community to become involved in the
educational process. Research has established that intrinsic motivation plays a
larger role in sustaining an effective school than does extrinsic motivation
(Sergiovanni. 19(0). Sergiovanni has listed a number of factors that effective
leaders need to consider when they try to enhance intrinsic motivation. He
proposes a number ofjob characteristics that the Labrador East Integrated School
Board might consider using as criteria for evaluating administrative practices if
they want to achieve excellence in their schools.
According to Sergiovanni these are Ihe characteristics ofjobs that enhance
motivation:
III Allow for discovery, exploration, variery and cnallenge.
(2) Provide high invol~twith the task and high identity with the wI.:
enabling won: to be considered imponant and significanL
(3) Allow for active participation.
(4) Emphasize agreement with respect to broad purposes and values thac bond
people together at work.
(5) Pennit outcomes within broad purposes to be detennined by the worker.
(6) Encourage autonomy and self-determination.
(11 Allow persons to feel like "originators" of their own behavior rather than
-pawns" to be manipulated from the outside.
(8) Encourage feelings of competence and conlTOl and enhance feelings of
efficacy.
Upon close reflections~ can see that these conceptS are closely related
to the concepts of empowerment and uansfonnationalleadership advocated by
Fullan and Leithwood. lbe need for Inuit empo\OlCrment is stressed by
Williamson (1981) who suggests that progress will be made by the Inuit and
representatives of the fonnal education system when they respect each other by
making concrete plans together.
Henchely (1990) takes the concept of sharing responsibility to a new
dimension. He proposes that educational leaders need to enhance the continuity
of educational experience by linking educators at different IC'lels: preschool,
elementary, secondary, community colleges. univtrsities, businesses and adult
education centers. Henchely States that all educators must be concerned "ith
promoting lifelong learning in their Clients. and that all can benefit from
understanding kow their effons fit into the larger picture. He suggests thai
educational leaders need to encowage more partnerships which will support
educational innovation and achievement
Administrators should be able to draw upon their communities for advice
that will help them to meet their responsibilities to their students. They have to
be open to educational systems that create an environment that allows for growth.
Educational leaders should be able to foster a climate that allows people's values
and beliefs to be expressed. Lunenberg and Ornstein (1991) propose lhat
efTeetive leaders skould seek to creale an open climate in their schools. Such a
school \\/Quid be an energetic and vibrant organization, It would emphasize
achievement of goals and provide salisfaclion for social needs. with leadership
acts emerging from everyone atTected by the educational process. [n such a
climate, people would nO! be pteOCCupied disproportionately wilh task
achievement nor sociaJ-needs satisfaction. The main CharaclcristiC of such a
climate. suggest Lunenburg and Ornstein. \\/QuId be the "authenlicity" of behavior.
Greenfield (1984) calrtions administrators against placing too much
emphasis on situational leadership, where too much anention is given to
instrumental and behavioral aspects of the job and not enough to the symbolic
and cuhural aspect He advocates that the task of a leader is 10 create a "moral"
order that binds (leaders) and the people around them. The modem leader mUSI
never underestimate the input that moral values bring to the educational system
Greenfield proposes that when leaders seek to add value to meir situational
leadership practice mey emphasize symbols and meanings.
The Labrador (nuit are aware that their culture is rich with its own Wlique
set of values, language. symbols. and lifestyle. They recognize that having
control over their educational system is vital to preserving their culture. This
point is made clear in the resolutions and goals put forward in the Labrador
Education Conferences of 1917 and 1987. During the Labrador Inuit Education
Conference held at Nain in 1917, the conference adopted the following goals:
(I) To promote a strong sense of Inuit identity
(2) To perpetuate Inuit values;
(3) To develop Inuit skills:
(4) To teach (nuit language:
(5) To make us aware of Inuit cultural history;
(6) To strengthen ties with other Inuit groups;
(7) To ensure (nuit survival within the larger society;
(8) To develop and entrench Inuit culture:
(9) To lay the foundation for Inuit self-government and self-reliance;
(10) To value Inuit lands:
(11) To become mentally and spiritually healthy;
(Ill To foster Inuit creativity.
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During this confereM:e. the Latxador Inuit Association (L1A I staled thai
there does no! exist at the pn:sent time anybody competent to advise the Minister
of Education on tJl matters pertaining 10 Inuit and native education in Labrador.
The LlA reported that such a body was urgendy needed
The LlA also stated that their philosophy of education revolved around the
principle of native control over native education. They asserted that native
control of native education offen the most effective way to preserve their special
language. culture. and skills. The Labrador Inuit Association was quite clear in
their demand for the righl of parents to control their children's education. and the
right of Inuit to controllnuit education (Labrador Inuit Education Conference.
1977). In a second Labrador Inuit EducatiOJlConf~nceheld in Nain in 1987.
lack of local control over Inuit education and the schools not reaching out to the
communities were cited as the primaryconccms ofthe people.
The Labrador Inuit Association is supported by Williamson's (1987)
research. Williamson concluded that Inuit parents. although very capable. arc: nol
in a position to pass on their knowledge of the soul system, the environment and
the language. Refleaing influence from school, Inuit children see traditional
Knowledge as secondary to what schools provide. and as result children are no
longer an imegral pan of the Inuit traditional culture. She said that Inuit should
learn the culture of the school without the tragic loss of human resources and
talents that the Inuit possess within their own northern society. Williamson
points out that research in Inuit communities of the Arctic lead to the conclusion
that the curriculum bears minimal relationship with the Inuit culture. Williamson
maintains that the learning style in schools often is incongruent with the
traditional one. Consequences ofmese discontinuities include personal and
social retardation.. both linguistically and mentally. She ~ys that the general
result offonnal schooling in the nonh is shameful both in comparison to the
traditional Inuit socialization ofchildren and in comparison with national school
standards.
The Labrador East Integrated School Board holds the view that greater
Inuit involvement in education is required. The school board says that their
schools need to build feelings and attitudes that contribute to reduce alienation of
school and community (LEISB, 1988). The board is not alone in its desire 10
have more public involvement in its educational system. This desire is renected
in Canadian society as a whole. Research has well established that public
schools depend on public comminnent and that winning that commitment is the
responsibility ofevery educator (Zakoriya. 1982). More recent proponents of
this position see leadership as a shared responsibility of staff and others in the
community (Beare eLa!.. 1991). Most principals and superintendents realize this
to the degree that they rank public involvement as very high in their priorities. In
a study conducted by Krishan in 1984 it was determined that 89.6% of
superintendents considered their relationship with the community to be very
imponant and spent a great deal of lime on thaI relationship. The same study also
showed that chief administrators leave their job most often because of their
inability to deal effectively ....;th the community rather than lack of academic
qualification.
Buffett (1987) has shown that we need to establish administrative
structures that allow for continuous interaction between the school and
community. Such structures would permit a clear flow of infonnation between
the educational system and the community that it is trying to serve. This flow of
infonnation would be two-way, with parents and community leaders being
involved in relevant decision making....;th respect to delivering educational
services in their own community.
The CEA Task Force on Public Involvement concluded that a very
imponant aspect ofa school's accountability to its public is its regular
communication with that public, keeping up to date with current opinions. as well
as the needs and aspirations of the community (CEA Task Force, 1981). This
means allowing an exchange of ideas and decision making policies between
teachers, parents, students, administrators and lrUStees. Everyone from the
Minister of Education 10 the janitor should be able to help make decisions that
affect what instruction students (adults included) are to be offered., and how
(CEA.1981).
Much has been said and written about the need for community
involvement in educational systems. This is equaUy true for school systems
dealing with native communities. For instance, strong communication, among
school staff, the administration, and community have been cited as an imponanl
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force leading to the achievement of educational goals of the Seabird Island Band
in British Columbia (Gardner, 1986).
Gardner's finding has been strongly supported by "Education North,"
which was a strategy set up in 1981 10 build community centered educational
system in the Alberta communities of Fort Chipwan, Atikameg, Fort Venn ilion.
Lac La Siehe. Slave Lake and Wabasca·Desmarais. The purpose orthis large
project was to improve communication and relations between school and
community. The goal was 10 involve parents in important decision making with
respect 10 delivering educational services in these native communities. Activities
were specifically designed to utilize local community resources in the
development of instructional material and programs.
It is worth noting some ofthe outcomes of the project A two-year study
carried out by Ingram and Gardner resulted in the following findings:
(I) Progress was perceived as made with regard to achieving the objectives
of ftEducation North."
(2) Teachers were more critical than parents of the relevance of the
curriculum. On the other hand, teachers perceive themselves to have a
better understanding of community they work in than the parents living in
the community believe the teachers have
(3) Though problems were encountered, the large majority of those concerned
agreed that much has been learned regarding implemenl3.tion of the
program.
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(4) Channels of communication between parents and schools have been
opened.
(5) Five out of seven communities progressed in a positive and effective
diJe(;tion.
(6) Most people were supportive.
(7) Local leadership was essential
(8) All those involved agreed thai the program stwuld be school and
community centered.
(9) It reaffirmed the importance of community suppon and strong, cohcsi\'C.
leadership teams.
(10) The projet:1 has sho"," lhat there arc definite \tmits to whal can be
accomplished by a kal educational society smileg)'.
(11) There was an effective interface between professionaVtechnical eqJertisc
(12) The program had been useful in bringing schools closer IOgether.
(13) Both parents and teachers agreed thaI there was a need for parental
involvement. However. parental involvement in school-initiated activities
iscxtremelylow.
(14) Schools an: not meeting the educational needs of the community (1982).
The findings above show that there is a need for community involvement in
native schools.
This view of leadership seen in -Education North.M however, appears to
conflict with the traditional fonn of administrative conlTol practiced by the
3'
labrador East Integrated School Board. The administration of the Labrador East
Integrated School Board may be structured in such a manner that it is difficult for
administrators to meet and confer with significant others in the school and Inuit
community. To achieve optimal participation from the Inuit. the board may have
to seriously consider the concept of horizontal control descnbed in the above
study (figure 5.1).
The district (Figure 2.1), however, is typical of many Newfoundland
districts in that it takes a pyramid approach. The lines of authority in this system
are illustrated in Figure 2.2. The Figure shoW'S that there is a school board and
superintendent administering to a district office staff and principal. The principal
administers to the staff. The coordinators and other support staff have limited
adminisrrative power. and for the most part only acts in an advisory capacity to
the leachers of the various schools in their district. There is also a Labrador Inuit
Association advisor 10 the school board who represents the interests of Ihe
Labrador Inuit Association. He is responsible for bringing Inuit concerns to the
school board. The school comminee has no decision making power and acts only
in an advisory capacity.
In order to bener illustrate the administrative structure of the Labrador
East Integrated School Board, I will describe the designaled roles of the various
groups involved in a ~Schoollmprovement Plan~ now in place in Nain (LEISS,
1988). The roles of each group are as follows:
(1) The School Board and District Superintendent
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(a) Detennine guidelines to facilitate the process of school
Improvement.
(b) Specify goals for the district's schools after getting input from
school staffs. parents, community groups, etc.
(c) Hold district office staff and school staffaccountable for designing
and implementing a school improvement plan for meeting the
district's goals.
(d) Prescribe a time line for the school improvement project.
(2) District Office Staff
(a) Act as scanners, adapters, and advocators of promising new
practices.
(b) They are direct implementation assistants to teachers.
(c) They are primary initiators for identifying and advocating
promising practices developed outside the district and for
promoting locally developed innovations.
(d) They are critical for stimulating change at the school level.
(e) District office sraffmust be actively involved throughout the
process, not just at the initial or final (evaluation) phase
(3) Principals
(a) Principals should provide inservice education.
(b) Principals must encourage ongoing professional development
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Ic) More direct approaches such as a mini course for principals
on the role of tlle principal, focusing on the types of
administrative actions that should be taken 10 support
implementation ofme school improvement plan.
(d) Principals should strengthen potential leaders.
(e) Principals need to identify and develop the talents of the vice-
principals, department heads and so fonh as school improvement
leaders.
(f) Principals should transfer, get rid of, circumvent ineffective
teachers. However, districts are advised to con~ntrateon
numbers I & 2.
As noted above tllis ~jmprovement project" is meant to illustnl.te the chain
of command in a major educational project now undenaken in Nain. In their
proposal, the school board had failed to state the expectations and objectives of
two important units·
(I) The Nain School Comminee
{2J The L1A Education Advisor
Even though they are assumed to have advisory Status (see roles of school
board and superintendent), the proposed model does not establish clear
expectations on how these people are to become involved in the improvement
eITons The model also fails to give them any autonomy in choosing the direction
that they wish their committees to take, \\lith regard to the Improvement Plan.
Since this plan was first inrroduced in 1988 a number of personal changes
have taken place in the school district. However, the administrative structure and
positions within the structure have remained relatively the same. The lack of
Inuit involvement in the fonnal educational system may be indicated by school
council election results in Nain in May 1996. Only 20.3% of parents eligible to
vote showed up to cast a ballot for parent representatives on the School Council.
Out of the eight members elected to the council only one was an aboriginal
person ( lens Haven Memorial, 1996). Considering that Nain is an Inuit
community and that lens Haven Memorial has a student population that is almost
entirely Inuit, there appears to be a lack of Inuit representation on the council.
As admitted by the district office, the operating assumption is that the
district can mandate school improvement projects from the top down (Labrador
East Integrated School Board 1988). This type of hierarchial control is not in
compliance with the horizontal models ofadministration advocated in much of
today's educational literature (Downer, 1996). Such a bureaucratic emphasis on
division of labor may not encourage the modem notion of interaction.
Sergiovanni (1990) advocates that it is a major flaw in the in traditional
administrative models. He suggests that teday's educational system requires
shared decision-making practices. Sergiovanni proposes that the highly
controlled. command oriented, bureauctatic model, no longer works. It limits
teacher and community input into the educational system.
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The division of labor concept practised by the Labrador East (ntcgrated
School Board may impede community input Into the formal educational system in
that it appears not to recognize parents and other community members as having
the authority or competence necessary to intervene in the formal school setting.
Bailey (1991) reveals 10 us that the more effective schools are those with high
levels of participation. His findings are supported by Owens (1987) who
recognizes that through participation and socialization processes. people are able
to identify personally with the value and purposes of an organization.
Sergiovanni states that adherence to bureaucratic rules and regulations
often rake precedence over the interest of students and community. He goes on to
say that bureaucratic values are sometimes reinforced by rule-happy and lOp-
heavy local school districts' central offices. Sergiovanni warns Ihat ifJocal school
leaders insist on following Ihese rules to the lener, excellence remains OUI of
reach and basic competence is endangered.
Tracy (1990) also takes exception to the type of hierarchial control
apparent in the Labrador East Integrated School Board. She proposes that real
power should flow from the bonom up, rather than the tOp down. Tracy
maintains Ihat ifyou are successful in giving people power, they will lift you on
their shoulders to heighls of power and success you never dreamed possible.
Current administrative thCQry (Downer 1996; fullan 1991; Sergiovanni
1990: Buffen 1987; Senge 1990) lead to the conclusion that educational
administrators have to involve Inuit communities in Ihe decision.making process
in a meaningful way. if they wish 10 achieve Ihe goals ofoureducalional system
Hollander's work (t993). for instance. indicates that local native control of
education has generally been shown to lead 10 an improved system ofNalive
education. By opening up communication channels, the administrator allows
parents and community leaders to become involved in relevant decision making
with respect to delivering educational services in their own community.
English. Frase and Arhor (1992) provide a good summary of the qualities
necessary in educational administrators ofInuit communities. They state thai
modem leadership musl be responsive to the demands of clients: moral in its
commitment 10 academic and social quality and equality; visionary in ils pursuil
of creative solutions to everyday problems; flexible in implementing responsive
programs and practices; collaborative in working with social service agencies,
families. and othen interested in the social welfare of youth; and tough in
grabbing for ever-shrinking resources.
[I seems apparent from the literature that community participation in the
administration of education is desirable. Research seems to indicate that the
more communities participate in the educational system. the more effective thaI
system becomes in delivering its services (Downer. 1996). The various tepom on
native issues. referred to in this literature review, strongly support this n<>tion of
community involvement in. and control over. education ( Labrador Inuit
Education Conference 1977; Labrador Inuit Education Conference 1987) The
Labrador Inuit have expressed a need to have more control over the education of
.,
their children. These reports also show that the Inuit believe the present
educational system is failing to meet their needs and that they wish to change it
(Labrador Inuit Association, 1987). It appelm from these repons that
participation in the administration of education is imponanl to the Labrador Inuit.
The Inuit desire for local participation and conrrol over educational affairs
is in compliance with much ofthe current administrative theory in education
administration. As noted in much of the literature cited in this study. modem
administrative theory centers around the notions of shared decision making,
community involvemem, and horizonlal administrative structures. These
theoretical considerations in education administration form the basis of the
research questions that will guide my Study
••
Cbaplc... 3
Major Rese.n:b Questions and MetbodolocY
The following set ofreseatCh questions was designed in order help me
determine the effectiveness of tile present education system in administering
education to the Labrador Inuil The development afthe questions was guided by
theoretical considerations described in Chapter I. Central to these theoretical
considerations are the constrUCts of shared decision-making, nattcned
administrative structures, the need for culturally relevant and flexible
administrative styles, and effective communication. This Chapter also outlines
the research methodology and gives a description of the type ofanalysis used in
my research. Relevant literature is cited 10 suppon the choice of methodology
and analysis employed in the study. The questionnaire used to collect data as
well as the analyticallools arc recognized and accepted in the research
community. Both are described in detail.
RtsellrcltQutstions
It is assumed that iflhcrearc no major differences among various groups
of stakeholders as to the effectiveness of the present education system in
administering educalion to Inuit communities, the syslem is adequate. If major
differences are revealed through the survey data, a restructuring of the present
system may be needed. The following research questions should shed light on the
issue and will be the focus of this slUdy:
••
(1) [s there is a disjunction between the: educational goals.. priorities. and
values of Inuit parents and the Ubradoc East Intcgr.lu:d School Board?
(2) Is there is a need for Inuit to become moce involved in the decision-
miling process of the fannal education system?
(3) Is the present administrative StnlC1ure Oexible enough to allow (or Inuit
involvement in the decision-making process?
(4) Do important stakeholders have ideas that may lead to an administrative:
structure that pennits morc cffeetive communication between the Inuit
community and the ronnal education system'?
Design of the Study
There was a total or32 panicipanlS selected for this study. Participants
wen: selected 10 provide a reasonable: number from each group of important
stakeholders in the educational process in Inuit communities. The groups of
stakeholdets for ttris study were parents, edtK2tional administrators., LlA
employees. Inuit teachers. and non-Inuit teachers. 14 Inuit parents wm: selected
from the communities orNain, Hopedale. Makkovik. and Rigolet. Each parent
represented a separate: household and had at least one child anending school.
Participants also included 4 employees of the Labrador Inuit Association, 2 Inuit
teachers, 2 non-Inuit teachers. and 10 administrators from the Labrador East
Integrated School Board. Because of the low number ofadministrators working
in the district, all of them were selected to participate in the study.
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All panicipants were randomly selected, Ylith the exception of school
administrators. The process of random selection for Inuit parents involved
obtaining the membership list for LIA members in the communities of Nain.
Hopedale, Makkovik, and Rigolet. Those individuals who were identified as
Inuit by the LlA were included in the study as potential participants_ It was
confirmed from school records, where necessary. that these participants had
children in schooL The names of all the Inuil parents were than put in a box and
a sample of participants was drawn. A similar process was used to select LlA and
tcacherparticipants.
Eight school administrators from Nain. Hopedale, Makkovik, and Rigolet
were included. The superintendent and assistant superintendent of the Labrador
East Integrated School Board also participated in the study. These various groups
of panicipants were chosen under the assumption that each panicular group may
have its OW'll unique perspective on the fonnal educational system.
After participants were selected, they were contacted by telephone or in
person and asked to participate. All participants agreed to take part in the study.
At that time, it was explained to them the nature and purpose of the research.
Each participant was then issued a questionnaire and asked to complete it
(Appendix E). An assurance of confidentiality was given to the participants both
verbally and in wriring.
Where necessary, participants were contacted in person by Inuit field
workers. They were informed of the nature and purpose of the study. All
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reasonahle precautions were taken 10 ensure that the panicipants' responses were
recorded as honestly and accurately as possible. The field workers explained to
the participants in InuktitUI or English the purpose and nature of the study.
Because many afthe Inuit panicipants speak Inuktitut as their first language, lh~
questionnaires and leners of confidentiality were wrinen in Inuktitul as well as
English.
Field workers had to be employed because of my inability to speak the
language of the Inuit and because of the large geographic area that the study
covers. I was cognizant of the fact that some of the Inuit may not be able to read
or write their ovm language. If this proved to be the case, an interpreter/translator
was asked to read the questions (0 the participants and record their response
Three of the selected parents did not return their questionnaires
However, the husband and wife of one family decided 10 complete separate
questionnaires and submit them. Both questionnaires were accepted and included
in the data analysis. After responses were recorded and received from all
panicipants, a comparative analysis of the data was done.
The nature of my research was qualitative. Its primary aim was to
generate insight and seek understanding of the Inuit perspective on education.
qualitative analysis of the data was necessary. Simon and Dippo (1986), remind
us that qualitative data is important because it provides access to the practices.
words, actions, and socially appropriated signs of the panicipanrs
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Thompson (1981). suggests that qualitalive dala IS neces.sary 10 ensure 1M;
participants in this kind. or research ~are not naively enthroned, but systemalically
and critically UD\'eiled.- According to Lather (I 986), validily will be achieved if
respondents further self·understanding through participation in the resean::h. The
question, sa)'l Simon and Dippo (1986). is not whether Ibis type of research is
valid lnstead, it becomes one of how can it be done without implicating
ourselves in the very hegemonic processes that are the objects or our crilique?
Questionnaires
The use of questioMaires is a common and accepted method ofcollecting
data in Educational Research (Wonhen and Sanders. 1987). The questionnaire in
Ihis study was designed in consideration or ideas presented by L J. Cronbach
(1982). Cronbach sUggesled that ~beBshould tJy and see. panicular issue
through the eyes of the decision·makingcommunity. including relevant
professionals and ordinary cirittns. Based on Ihis idea, the research questions
were coostrueted to gain insight into the administration of education in Inuil
communities. by seeing it through the eyes of the imponant stakeholders.
The questions were open-ended and broadly stated. This was done 10
obtain as a diverse set of viewpoints as possible. They were written in such a
manner as not to presuppose or suggest answers. In compliance with concepts
presented by Worthen and Sanders (1987), the questionnaire should elicit
questions. concerns, and values orme stakeholders on the present stale of
education and its administI1J.lion in the lnuitcommunilies of Labrador.
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The questionnaire should provide funher insight into administrative issues rai~d
in education literature:. It should enable me to make a legitimate judgement on
the stakeholders views of administration of education in Labrador's Inuit
communities. Finally, by eliciting the views and knowledge of experts in the
field of education as well as ordinary citizens, it is hoped that the questionnaire
will be a useful tool in helping provide possible solutions to some education
problems ofNonhem Labrador. The founcen questions in the questionnaire were
evaluated and approved by two research expens from the Department of
Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Analysis of Data
Analysis of data involved a fonn of analytic induction described by
Wilcox (1982). The "leey incidenC approached described by Wilcox centers
around analyzing qualitative descriptions of education incidents or evems that the
evaluator identifies as key incidents or concrete examples of an abstract principle
(Wonhen and Sanders, 1987).
In this study responses to each question were arranged in the following
groups: Parents. Administrators. Teachers. LlA Employees. Inuit Teachers. and
Non-Inuit Teachers. Answers were than categorized according to their literal
meaning. This process involved pulling key phrases and words out and linking
them together on basis of their similarity and differences in themes. Some
inferences were made on my pan when a response to a panicular question was
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not clearly stated. Worthen and Sanders (IQ87) nOle that this method of
searching for patterns and categories is the part of analytic induction that under
grids all qualitative analysis.
A computer software package called Ethnograph v~.O was used to
automate the clerical aspects aCthe analytical process. It was used to simplify the
process of categorizing and sorting data obtained from the questionnaire. The
basic functions or this program allowed me to impon data files from a word
processor 10 the Ethnugraph. (t sequentially nwnbers the lines in a file and
fannats it with a large right margin. ScrUlinizing the data. I identified the stan
and stop lines ofdata rconsidered relevant to a particular question. Using a
coding system I created. I assigned codes to the selected chunks of data
Each participant was assigned acade that could identify him or her as
from a particular sample group. Sample groups included Inuit parents. Inuit
teachers, non-Inuit teachers, LIA employees, and educational administrators. The
codes only identified a participant as a member of a particular group. The actual
identity ofany participant could be not determined through the coding system
Using the Elhnogruph '.~ coding capability, I entered the assigned code words into
the program. The program than sorted the data files according 10 codes and
combination of codes. Data were retrieved and displayed in the fonn of text
segments. The program's main contribution to the analytical process was in the
sorting of coded data. II greatly facilitated the clerical aspects of the analysis
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
An Overview of tbe Chapter
This chapter presents the research findings of fourteen open-ended
questions from twenty-nine: respondents. Each statement and theme relating 10 a
particular question was examined and discussed using quotes from the
panicipants where necessary. All data were examined in its raw form. The
views and perceptions presented are those orthe panicipanls. Statements were
edited for spelling and grammar only when cited in this thesis
Introduction
The process of data analysis involved bringing order, structure and
meaning to the survey data obtained from the questionnaire. Participants'
responses were scrutinized very carefully for emergent themes and ideas. The
process demanded that careful attention be paid to salient themes, recurring ideas,
and patterns of thinking revealed in the various sample groups
Similarities and differences among the responses of the sample groups
were identified and grouped together. The Elhnugruph program facilitated this
process. Using the coding process described in chapter three, key themes and
ideas could be effectively identified and grouped on the basis of similarity and
differences. Having entered all the survey data into the Efhnugruph program, I
was able to effectively examine the contents for evidence of matches and
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mismatches between the various sample groups As common themes and patterns
emerged, I evaluated them for their plausibiHty in relation to established
educational theory. Care was taken to look for explanations of data olber than
thai offered by education theories refelTed to in Chapter One and Chapter Two.
Central to the process of qualitative analysis was writing about the data.
The data was summarized using my own words. AI times. r had to interpret
meanings to cenain responses. However. for the most part, statements were as
close to the originals as possible:. In order 10 maintain the integrity of the data I
made wide use ofactual words ofthe panicipants, complementing the statements
with personal reflections and references to literature where deemed appropriate.
To preserve confidentiality, names and places were not mentioned.
The survey data were analyzed and presented in four Sections. Each
Section is headed by the major research question that guided my research. Under
each of the major headings is the analysis of the data. The founeen questions
from the survey were categorized and placed under the major research question
that guided their construction. The responses to each of these founeen questions
are analyzed and presented under the heading of that panicular question. The
references of the survey data to the theoretical constructs of flexibility. shared
decision making, community involvement. flattened administrative structures.
value added education and effective communication is in the "Summary of Data"
section of each of these founcen questions
"
In consideration ofanonymiry. I will descnbe general charaC1cristics of
each sample group that may be useful in helping the reader sai" a greater
appreciation ofme data. The participants in each sample group represent a ran~
ofcharacteristics from the population from which they were drawn. The parent
group consisted of eight females and six males. Eight ofttle parents speak
Inuktitut as their first language. The others spca)c English as their first language.
Within the Labrador community ten of these panicipants consider
themselves to be Inuit where as four perceive themselves as Kablunangajuit. All
parents arc from Northern Labrador and have children enrolled in schools
administered by the I...abndor East Integrated School Board.
Two participants from the LlA group identify lhemselves as Inuit and are
nuent in InuktllUl and English. One participant pera:ives himselOherself
Kablunangajuil and speaks English as a first language. All panicipanlS arc from
Northern Labrador and haw: children in school. Both Inuit teacheTs speak
Inuktitul as their first language and have children in school. The non-Inuit
teachers are while and speak English as their first language. Neither ofthesc
teachers is nati~ to Northern Labrador. One teacher has children in school
There was a total ofcwo female administrators and eight male
administrators involved in the study. They vary in background and experience.
Their employment with the Labrador East Integrated School Board ranges from
one year to in excess of twenty years. One administrator is Inuit and indigenous
"
to Nonhem Labrador. The others are white and from outside the Labrador Inuit
OaimArea.
The data pr"CSCfIted in this Chapter is a cwnu.lation of the data anal~is
process described in the pn:vious chapter. There were three questionnaires that
had to be tnlnSlaled from Inuktitut to English. All reasonable precautions were
taken to ensure that lhe translations accurately reflected the views oflhe
panicipants as they ......ere stated in their original form.
"
Section I
Is tbere a disjunction between the educational goals. priorities. aod values of
the Inuit parents and the Labrador [.~t Integrated Sc=booJ Board?
The following four questions were designed to shed light on this issue:
/. What purpose should education servefor the Inuit?
All participants responded to this question. Their views pertained to the
question and were stated very clearly. The parenlS were almost unanimous with
regard 10 what they saw as the primary purpose of education for Inuit. They
thought education should be a 100110 preserve the Inuit language and culture.
One parent suggested that English should be laught as a second language.
Another stated that the InuktilUt language should be taught in all grades with an
emphasis on a quality of curriculum equivalent to other areas in the province.
!t was suggested that post secondary courses be laught in Inuit
communities so that students would nOt have 10 leave home. The education
system, claimed another parent, "should be adapted to the Inuit cullure rather
than the (nuit culture: adapting to the educational system." There was also a
suggestion that students spend more hours of study in Inuktitut as opposed 10
English. One parent claimed:
The education should serve as were back in the I%O's. Give the
students more hours ofsludy in lnuktitut as well as in English. You
teachers do not have an understanding of how a fullinuk feels about
hislher children being laugh! in school.
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Another parent suggested that education should serve to enhance communication
skills between generafions of people who do nol have the necessary skills because
of language barriers.
The leaching of traditional Inuit skills, Inuit heritage, and knowledge
about Inuit political affairs were all secn as the primary purposes of education. It
was emphasized that the education system needs to promote pride and dignity in
the Inuit student. Eleven out of Ihe founcen paren! respondents saw the
preservation crthe Inuit language as the primary purpose of education in their
communities.
Three Inuit parents thought the primary means of education was 10
prepare students for occupations. They felt that education was a way for Inuit to
find jobs. [t was seen as a tool thai could put th.em on an "equal footing" with
other Canadians and give them the leadership skills necessary to compete in
today's society. Two of these parents still stressed the need to promote the Inuit
language
Three members of the L1A group agreed with the parents in that they
thought education should be used to preserve, promote, understand. and
appreciate the Inuit language and culture. It must be used to prepare Inuit
children for active panicipalion in the Inuit society as well as in Canadian society
as a whole. One LlA respondent said "education should enable Inuit to compete
for the same jobs as non·lnuit and qualitY lhem to enter professional careers"
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The Inuit teachers Sttmed to have sli¢ltly differing vic""s on the purpose
ofeducation. One t~heremphasized the right for lnuit to learn Inukritut and
English equally. That same leacher also suned that Inuit should complete high
school. go to university and get a job. The other Inuit teachers made no reference
10 furthering onc's education for career purposes. emphasizing instead the need
for education to foster Inuil traditions and cultures:
It would be a great help if the elderly carne to school and talked about
our traditions and cultwes to the students. Also, ifwe help each other
as a whole, nOI only disagreeing each other. and do it as adults.
He/she seemed to be suggesting that it was time to stan communicating and
getting along with each other. Both Inuit teachers reflected the views of other
Inuit panicipants.
The majority ofadministrators expressed a view ofeducation thai was
more in compliance with contemporary Canadian society. Several respondents
thought the primary purpose of education was to prepare students for carttrs and
to enable them to function in whatever type ofsociety they choose. One
administrator suggested that education should serve the same pwpose for Inuit as
for everyone else. It should provide the necessary background to pursue a
profitable career.
The majority of administrators saw a need for the education system to
foster what they perceived as fundamental values ofdignity. positive self-concept
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and self-determination. Their comments tended to express these more universal
purposes of education. One individual stated:
Education for Inuit should address some universal values and norms of
human endeavor as well as providing a function in preservation and
realization of uniqueness as distinct from other cultures. Such
operational distinctions could be "the way we do things" or ·'th.is is what
makes us different"' as Inuit. Fundamental values of self coneepI and
selfassurance arc derived from meaningful interactions with others. I
feel that this is universal to human development and fundamental in
building the motivation to be self-assured individuals. Education and the
manner of interaction can playa powerful role in how we view the
world.
Five erlhe eight administrators saw education as a way to promote and retain
Inuit language and culture
The two non·[nuit teachers had slightly differing views on what they
perceived as the purpose of education. According 10 one teacher'
The purpose of education is to prepare children for the future and adult
life, 10 find freedom, happiness, success and spiritual maturity. As we
are uncenain exactly what the future will bring for them, all participants
in the education process should be as broad-minded as possible and open
to the constructive views of all groups involved.
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The other teacher felt that the purpose of education was to provide students with
skills needed to work in society.
Summary ofOala
There is a clear disjunction between what each group of participants
perceives as the primary purpose ofeducation in Inuit communities. The [nuit
parents, LIA members, and Inuit teachers thought that the main purJXlse of
education in their communities should be to preserve language and culture
Preparation for jobs and life in contemporary society was of seconda1)'
importance. The administrators and non-Inuit teachers recognized. on the whole,
the need for education to promote the Inuit language and culture. However, they
thought that the primary purpose of education was 10 develop competent. self-
assured, proud citizens who could compete in the modem workplace.
This disjunction in perceived purposes between the Inuit and
administrators would be perceived as problem by some modem educational
theorists. Greenfield (1986), for instance, argues that modem administrative
practices must recognize values, morals, goals and ideals of the people it serves.
He suggests the objectives of educational organizations are greatly influenced by
these variables. Educational administrators must develop goals and strategy that
resp:md to the values and ideals of the social environment which they serve
Holmes (1989) supports this when he claims that educational theory and practices
need to be considered Ylithin the context of social environment in which they are
developed.
f>.l
1. What do yOll/nI JltouJd k t"~ l!ducaliotlill priorities ofyour school board?
Twenty-nine participants responded to this question. Their answers were
concise and pertained 10 the question being asked. Tbet"e was some variation in
each sample group as 10 what the priorities of their school board should be. For
the most pan. however, there were common con~ms and themes rnal were
particular to each group.
The Inuit parents focused on language and culture. Most of these:
panicipants argued that the priorities of the school board should be to initiate
programs [0 deliver education 10 students which reflect Inuit culture language,
and tradition. They emphasize the need to preserve their language and culture
and have pride in the Inuit way oflife.
One parent suggested that there should be culturally appropriate programs
at all grade levels, and Nllhe school board should encourage bilingual people to
become leachers. The parent said, -me Newfoundland System should be changed
to meet the needs ortlle Inuit community." Another wanted the school to help
develop more Inul..-ritlJl cuniculum and to encourage Inuit teachers to use the
Labrador Inuit standardized spelling system that was adopted al an Elder's
Conference in 1980. The parem said that it should be mandalo!)' for teachers 10
learn Ihe Inuktitut language and speak il whenever possible.
Several parents expressed views that were more reflective oflhe
provincial nonns. For example, they poimed out the need for better educational
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facilities, increased graduation rates, high quality teachers who are held
accountable for theiT work, and a wider variety ofcourses for students.
One parent felt school board officials should visit the communities more
oRen and to stay longer. He/she saw a need to open communication between both
cultures. Another parent had a similar view, suggesting thai there was a need 10
create a better balance between the community and the leachers. The same
parent maintained that there was a need 10 try and encourage {nllilto have a say in
the type ofcourses that should be offered.. One parent seemed to dismiss the
question all together. He/she said"
What priorities do you have? What kind of education do you teach in
school? I do not believe a school board exists without an lnuk being in
the school board. now days. I believe there will ahvays be only a
Kablunak school board.
He/she seems to be denying that there is a school board for Inuit communities
without an [nuk being on the Board. This panicular parent appears to be saying
that Inuit communities were being served by a Kablunak (white) school board and
that this is unacceptable.
UA employees stated that it should be the priority of the school board to
provide a solid, rounded education that prepares children for the future.
Individuals in the group emphasized the need to promote Inuit values and beliefs
as well as the need for communities to be more involved in the education of their
children.
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Both Inuit teachers stressed the need for textbooks to be wrinen in
fnuktitut. One lolLil teacher suggested that there be life-skills for primary, and
grades two to four. He/She noted that a priority of the school board should be to
upgrade lnuJctitut teachers' language skills and increase Inuktitut resources,
language and cultural awareness.
There were wide variety of responses to dJ.is question from administrators.
Some administrators emphasized the need to provide a high standard of
education. School holding power, high retention rate. high graduation rates. and
academic achievement were all seen as extremely important. II was stated:
... ,to operate quality schools characterized by high achievement. by a
program/curriculum responsive to the needs of the community. and by
leadership from that community . To give all students success
through their secondary education such that their career options can be as
broad as possible.
Four of the eight administnl.lor3, suggested thai the school board had an
obligation to promole Inuil culture but did not seem to think it was a lOp priority.
One administrator insisted that it was 100 lale 10 promote the priorities of the
Inuit. and that every child that is in school "only wants to speak English anyway·'
Another presented an opposite view, suggesting that the school board should lum
over control of the educational system to the Inuit He/she said, ·...Given that
the Goose Bay lifestyle is an antithesis to the Inuit cuhure, it seems ironic thai
educational direction comes from Goose Bay.·'
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The two non~lnuit teachers involved in the study agreed with their Inuit
counterparts in that they thought that the school board should be responsive to the
Inuit community and provide the parents and communiry the opponuni~10
participate in the educational process. One oftbe teachers insisted that the board
should provide a level ofeducation at least equivalent 10 other parts of the
province.
Summary of Data
All groups expressed similar concerns on what the educational priorities
of the school board should be. There was a range of responses to question within
sample groups. However, il is quite clear thai the parent group sees preservation
of Inuit culture, language and tradition as a top priority. The need for an
academic education seems to be of secondary importance. The LlA employees
and Inuit teachen had similar views 10 the parents.
Seven out of the eight administrators place a higher priority on a well-
rounded academic education. High retention rates and high graduation rates were
seen to be a top priority. TIle promotion of Inuit culture and language is
important to them but takes second place to more academic concerns. The two
non-Inuit teachers differed in their views. in that one placed more emphasis on
academic achievement while the ocher had more concern with community
involvement and the cultural relevance of education.
Begley (1995) would see this disjunction in priorities between the major
stakeholders as a problem. He suggests that policy makers have the responSibility
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to consult extensively with all stakeholders so that educational decisions are
compatible with the ideals, values and interestS of all affected by the outcomes.
Downer (1996) suggests that extensive dialogue and sharing in real issues
affecting children and parents can bridge the perceived gap between the values of
the school and the value they have.
Douglas (1994) emphasizes the need for increased participation of the
Inuit in the education system in order to lessen the gap between the Inuit
community and the fonnal education system. Noah (1979) sees the disjunction in
value systems as a primary reason why Inuit slUdents appear to have made only
tentative and weak commitments to the values ofltH: educational system and the
"white culture"it represents.
J. What are the positive impacts that the presenl edu.catiotIQl system is havin.g
on the Inuit?
Twenty-nine panicipants ~ponded to this question. The answers varied
considerably within each sample group but were brief and to the point. Inuit
parents indicated the foIlowing as positive impacts that the present educational
system is having on the Inuit:
(I) It would provide jobs for Inuit in the future. This parent
qualified this statement by saying that it was the "only thing he/she
could think of.~
(2) There are more students graduating from high school
(]) More students are reaching higher grade levels.
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(4) Students arc: being exposed to different experiences
(5) Communication is being enhanced
(6) Some Inuktitut is being taught.
(7) Students are given the opportunity 10 finish school at home.
(8) Then: are Inuit teachers in school.
(9) More life skill programs and traditional skills are being taught
(10) The school board is making an effort 10 preserve language and
culture. (The parent who made this statement also said that a
program needs to be set up for Inuit instructors to follow.)
(II) rnuit children are being exposed to new technologies.
(12) Youths are participating in more conferences and workshops.
One parent felt that there were no positive impacts. He/she said:
There are no positive impacts on Inuit concerning the educational
system. I had to see my two move back 10 where
teaching is more educational, where they leach Inuktilut
Three of the parents seem to indicate that the school board was going in the right
direction with regard to language and culture but was not doing an adequate job.
Members of the UA rl:1:ognized similar positive impacts. The positive
impacts they perceived centered around Inuit being provided with the
op~rtunities to get bener jobs. One UA member said that the educational
system has had limited success in helping students carry on to post secondary
studies. The same individual saw the education system as working toward
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providing a greater awareness of self and Inuit society. Another saw the
educational system as imponant for social health and well·being. The Inuit
leachers recognized the education system for producing more graduates and
promoting with a limited degree of success, the Inuktitut language.
Six administrators listed positive impactS thaI the education system was
having on the Inuit. One administrator felt that he/she was unable to answer the
question while another said he/she was not aware of any statistic showing that the
education system was successful in meeting the needs afthe Inuit.
The positive impacts listed by six administrators are as follows·
(1) More students are graduating.
(2) It teaches interpersonal skills.
(3) It provides students with new opponunilies.
(4) The educational system fosters culture awareness.
(5) The Inuktitut language is being promoted and has potential ror
growth.
(6) More bilingual staff is being recruited.
(7) A standardized provincial curriculum is being introduced
(8) Local courses that pertain to the immediate environment are bo::ing
introduced
It was concluded by an individual rrom this group that the education
system provides many avenues which allow Inuit to realize and develop selr
confidence. Another seemed to contradict this statement by suggesting that while
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programs are being undertaken, they are having limited success saying.
~_ ...Language and cultural retention through education have had limited
impact. The potential for growth is significant:' The non·lnuit teachers felt that
the school board has taken many positive initiatives with respect to pursuing and
promoting Inuit concerns. Life skill program, Inuktitut immersion, and the
establishment of school councils were cited as examples. Other positive impacts
perceived by this group were increased community involvement and
technological awareness.
Summary of Data
The data indicates that the administrators and leachers are more apt to
perceive the education system as having a positive impact on the Inuit. However,
even within this sample group, there were those who claim there were no positive
impacts. Some administrators who listed positive contributions qualified theiT
statements by suggestion that success in areas relating to culture and language
was limited
The parent group seemed to be in agreement with the administrators.
That is. they thought that the education system was gaining ground in
academically related pursuits and cultural initiatives. but was meeting with
limited success. The most optimistic of the five groups were the non-louit
teachers. They stated a number of positive impacts that the educational system
was having on the Inuit without qualifying any of their statements
The common rttognition between the different groups of stakeholdcn
that there is a need to recognize and promote (nuit language and culture is
impoRanL Senge (1990). for example. would suggest that this kind of shared
vision creates a sense of commonality that permeates an educational organizalion
and gives coherence to its diverse aClivities.
4. W1uu lU~ lll~ N!fative imptUtS llutllll~preRfI/ educatiollJll sysum is lIaving
onlh~/nllit?
l1tree participants did not respond to this question. They induded one
parent, one administratol and one non-Inuil teacher. The other panicipants
answered the question and were quite dear as to what tlIey perceived. the negative
impacts of the educational system on InuiL Many who listed posili~ impacts in
the previous q~ions also cited negati~ impactS of the system in this section.
Almosl all of the commenlS regarding negative impacts ceTllered around the
perception that the education system was responsible for the erosion of Inuit
culture and language.
Some Inuit parents felt that there is not enough Inuktitut being taught in
school. Tbey perceived children as only learning basics like colors and numbers,
and that their cultw'e is being overtaken by English, One parent said:
Having to go to school every day of the school year is having negative
side effects. Boys are not spending enough time at home with their
fathers. Traditional skills are passed on less and less (0 their sons
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Same thing with the daughters and mothers ... it is difficult to follow
all school regulations.
Questions were raised by another parent with regard to Inuit children not being
able to go offlo their spring camps any more because their parents are told by
teachers ifchildren are not in school they would fail. Other perceive negative
impacts included the idea that education system was responsible for the Inuit
language being ignored for a long time. It was suggested by a parent that this
created a language barrier. He/she expressed the following concerns:
Negative impacts have largely been the idea ofthe aboriginal tongue or
languages being ignored for a long time. One idea is that young person
or a child is first laught in their mother tongue than taught a new
language. The language barrier than becomes easier to handle.
A parent stated that the Ne'N'foundland system does not meet the needs of their
community. Another claimed that mostly Kablunak (white) people run the
syStem and that Inuit are not seen in top positions. This argument was supponed
by a parent who said that they were losing the Inuit culcure co che ~white man's"
education. According to another parent, the system perpetuates outside
influences as opposed to [nult ways. By not teaching the Inuktitut language in
enough grades. students are prevented fi'om wanting to learn and use the
language. There was also a perceived need by a parent for Labrador Inuit to
graduate with degrees and have jobs with power
14
A concern was expressed about Inuit children being forced 10 attend
school in buildings that are deplorable. It was also pointed out thai high school
students an: limited in the number of courses they can obtain. A parent claimed:
Children foel imprisoned because they are not getting enough OUI of class
experiences. Many times stu~tsat an early age bttome bored \Vith the
way the educational system is set up. At times this can be a suain on a
child. making a very interesting program boring.
There was one paren! who look a departure from views expressed by the majority
of other parents_ He/she said, "I really don", think that in any way where a system
is designed to funher a person's knowledge can be negative only people's
personal attitude toward something can be negative.-
Participants from the: LIA group renected many oCthe views ofttle
parents. One individual said:
Many things being taught arc contradictory to Inuit values penaining to
the conceptS of sharing, wealth. and hardship. The educational system has
changed the nature of Inuit society by requiring that learning take place in
the cenlI1lllocalion of a classroom.
A participant from this group said that the system is creating a new generation
with values very different from those oflheir grandparents and that it is having a
negative impact on lnuktitut language. He/she said, "if you do not perfonn well
in English you don't perfonn well in schooL since most instruction is in English."
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An Inuit teacher assened thai in the present educational system non-Inuit
teachers tend to blame the lnuktitut language for students who have reading
difficulties. Helshestalcd:
The negative impact that the present educational system has is that
teachers tend to blame the lnuktitul language for students who have
reading difficulties.
The other lnuit teacher suggested the system was not doing enough to address the
problem ofsome students coming to school hungry.
The responses ofllie administrators centered around themes similar to
those of other participants. It was suggested by one administrator, for instance.
that there is too much technology. "students are caught in between because the
Inuit are trying to preserve the culture and tradition and the students tum from
one thing 10 another.~ Another acknowledged that it may be causing [nuit to lose,
to some degree. some of the characteristics oflheir culture, such as language and
customs.
An administrator felt there were no negative impacts, but said "there is
more we can do to see that the educational system better serves the needs of the
(nuit." Another stated that the Tnuktitut language program and the roles orthe
Inuit in the education have not developed at a fast enough pace to make an equal
partnership with the English side of schooling. He/she said "English dominates:-
The same individual felt decision making is removed from, and needs to be
reestablished in. the community. The School Council was perceived as the
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beginning of a separate jurisdiction in the future. However, hershe cautioned.
~separate jurisdiction does not necessarily ensure an Inuit presence.--
Another administrator felt that the educational system continues 10 be an
impediment to promoting the Inuit way oflife. To illustrate the point, hclshe
pointed out:
The school calendar still denies the existence of spring and fall hunt.
Administrators refer to this as a "holiday" calendar when "requests" are
made to validate Inuit traditions. Valuable lime is being lost to revive lhe
language and culture.
It was staled by an administrator thar teacher training may not afford the
necessary knowledge to adapt to dilTerent learning styles and motivational
methods. He/she said:
....Traditional methods ofteacher delivery can be very intimidating and
not conducive to student self esteem. [nuit children by virtue of their
socioeconomic statUS may be vulnerable to success oriented competitive
or comparative expectations and values of"outside teachers:' Some do
not adapt to this attitude well and become unmotivated or rebellious and
see no relevance in school. Low selfesleem usually results in failure
unless opportunities for success are carefully incorporated in teacher
presentation style
Only one non-Inuit teacher responded to this question. This teacher felt
that there is a basic conflict with the Inuit concept of education. He/she said·
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In Inuit traditional culture, education is lhe unconditional preparation for
adult life. The school board operates in a greater educational system
based on a conditional concepl. At a cenain age the child unable to
meet the demands afthe system is allowed to leave. Although the child
is clearly not prepared for adult life, the system relinquishes any
responsibility. lfthe child then drifts into trouble and ends up at the
correctional ceOler. responsibility is not taken for a failed educational
system, but through the justice system, to protect society at large.
Summary crDala
All groups of panicipants seemed to agree that the formal education
system has had a negative impact on the Inuit. With few exceptions, all
participants perceived it as largely responsible for the erosion of (nuitlanguage,
culture and traditional values. They felt that this was an undesirable consequence
of the educational process. Most participants, from all sample groups, seemed to
suggest that Inuit need to be in positions of power within the educational system.
This concept of community empowennent is supponed by educational
literature. Downer (1996) argues that as parents and members of minority groups
find themselves in positions of powerlessness, there is a loss of dignity and
fTeedom. In such a situation like this, the aims and values of those with access 10
power often carty the greatest weight. She says that such situations can spell
disaster as people find themselves out of control and in this distasteful position
of powerlessness. Downer's argument is supponed by the Labrador Inuit
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Association (1987 and 1987). During both ofthcse Education Conferences the
Inuit described the failure ofthc present education system as being largely due to
lack. oflnuit input and control over the education oftheirc:hildren.
SectiooU
lJ tbere a need for ltJuit to become involved in tbe dKisioD making pro«5!i of
tbe (orma' education sfslem!
The following five questions were designed to provide insight to this question:
S. Do you believe lI,al lh~ ItUlit are inllOi~enough in thefornull educational
system? lfnol. why?
Twenty-nine participants responded to the question. All fourteen of the
Inuit parents felt mat the Inuit were not involved enough in the formal education
system. There was a range ofreasons as to why they believed the Inuit were 1101
involved, as well as. suggestions on how the problem might be addressed.
Some parents fell thai rnuktitut speaking people are not sitting on the
committees and boards relevant to education. They insisted that Ihis has 10
change. One parent pointed out that there should be atleasl: one louk per
committee and board. It was argued that the system does not cater to Inuil
concerns and U1a1 is why lhey are nol involved in lhe system. If Inuil were pan or
!he education structure there would be more rnuktitut. life skills. culture, and
wilderness camps made available ttrrough the education system.
It was suggested by a couple of parents lhat 100 much control was in the
hands of the Labrador East Integrated School Board. It was stated:
There are only a small number of Inuit representatives on the school
board As I stated earlier, there are 100 many outside teachers. There
will never be room for our own teachers. There should be clauses
drawn up when teachers sign on. that they sign a contract for only two
years. Inuit need to become administrators or have their own
education system.
It was brought out in this sample group thaI Inuit were not informed on how they
could become involved. There are culture and language barriers that makes
communicalion difficull. One participant said:
....The lack annuit involvement stems back 10 the time German
Moravian Missionaries were in control. It seems like the missionaries
had very strict upbringing, therefore they enforced their laws upon the
[nuil. The effect is still 10 be seen today. rt's left everyone confused
and struggling to get out of something that had been put upon them. The
Inuit today are waiting for someone else to do their job, to be for them,
which is their involvement in Ihe fonnal educational system. And they
just don'l care to get involved. Because they know the leachers are
trained and can do their job themselves wilhout the help oflhe parents.
The effects are still being seen loday. Inuit do not get involved in the
system because they feel teachers and the like are the expens in the
system.
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This opinion was supponed by another parcnt who said that (he government
dictated what would happen with lnuil children. Parents did not have the
confidence, experience and will power to demand bener. The parent felt that
because muit have not been outside Nonhem Labrador they do not know any
better. They seem to accept what is handed to them.
The LlA and Inuit teachers expressed the same sentiments as the fnuit
parents. Both groups suggested that Inuit need 10 become more involved in the
education system. One LlA participant said, ~ fnuit would like to be: more
involved in the hiring and orientation of new teachers.·- Another explained
Klnuit have their own means of providing education and are rarely given the
opportunity to provide input into what their children are being taught'· Decision
making and meetings take place in English making it very difficult for Inuit 10
participate.
An Inuit teacher fcll that the UA has to become more involved in the
formal education system. He/she said:
I believe the Inuit are not involved enough (LIA) in the formal
educational system. I think ifLlA was more involved in the educational
system, there would not be so much negative attitude around the school.
lnuktitut teachers are often blamed for students not learning to talk.
read, write and communicate in school. Maybe if the LlA had a say, or
cared mote about the education of their children, it would put a bener
attitude towards everything.
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Most afthe administrators stated that there was a need for Inuit
involvement. One said "'they could be involved if they chose to be," Another
panicipant from the group said that the question was difficult to answer. He/She
fclt thai school administrators were making every effort to consult with
community members regarding their education programming. Five
administrators definitely felt that Inuit were !lOt involved enough in the education
process. They suggested that outsiders wt:re perceived as authority figures and
that a mechanism had to be put in place 10 facilitate Inuit involvement. One
individual said, "maybe the readiness or time is not appropriate."
It was stated byonc administtator that Inuit were not involved enough in
the education system However, this individual qualified hislher statement by
saying:
.... tbe same could be said about any community. The running of the
system is done by professionals because they are perceived as the experts.
It was also brought out by an administrator that:
The domain oflhe school was seen largely as outsiders representing
values and expectations that local Inuit find intimidating. Socioeconomic
conditions may dictate where family priorities need 10 be when basic
fundamental needs of people are not met. There may be differing views
on the necessity of education beyond early childhood. This is often
shown by poor retention of older students of Inuit families. There is
"
some involvemem in formal education, however. the ownership of
education is perceived as the property ofthe school.
Both non-Inuit leachers felt that there was room for more Inuit
involvement. However, they thought that educators were doing their best 10
encourage parental involvement. One individual suggested school councils as way
to improve community involvement.
Summary of Data
It was clear from the data that Inuit participants in all three groups felt
Ihat Inuil have to become morc involved in the formal educational syStem.
Several participants suggested that Inuit have to take control over the system.
The general impression left by Inuit panicipants was that there were barriers
within the formal education system that acted as an impediment to Inuit
involvement
The administrators, for the most pan, acknowledged a need for more Inuit
involvement. As a whole, they thought that while there was a need for
improvement. administrators were taking the initiative in trying to facilitate
involvement. However, they suggested that there were barriers that made Inuit
involvement difficult. Both non-Enuit teacher! recognized a need for more Inuit
involvement but appeared satisfied that efforts were being made to that effect.
The participants perceived need for Inuit involvement in the decision
making process is in compliance with modem educational theory. Davies (1990)
makes this clear when he suggests that a shared decision approach to education
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assures social, physical, emotional and academic development of children and
penni! the entire community to have influence and decision-making within the
school
Downer (1996) states that children will benefit when parents are aware of
the issues and have input into solutions. Her argument is supported by Beattie
(1985) who points out that shared decision-making would lead to policy
development that is more meaningful 10 the various stakeholders. Beattie also
suggests that when parents are involved, there is a general diffusion of
controversial issues, business becomes more interested in schools. and the pace
toward complete school autonomy is increased.
6. Do the IftJiil wish to be Q part ofthe present educational system? WI,), or
why not?
Twenty-six participants responded to this question. Three Inuit parents
did not answer. Those who did answer, presented mixed views. Seven Inuit
conveyed that they wanted to part oflhe educational system. The participants
who answered yes recognized a need for community involvement. They
emphasized community spirit, cooperation and helping each other out. One
participant felt that by becoming involved Inuit culture would be maintained.
Other participants wanted to be part of the system but said that it needs to
be overhauled to accommodate the people. They felt that Inuit involvement was
necessary in order that students could get a bener education. One participant said
that he/she wished to be part of the educational system and stated:
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Down to my heart I wish [ was part orthe education S)'1tem. BUI you
Kablunalcs a.lways think that we (Inuit) are useless and mindless people.
always in need ofKablunak's educational system.
TlNO other participants from this group insisted lhat the Inuit need their own
educational system, one person saying, "... we need to be .ble to control our 0"'"11
destiny and pan or that is owning our own education system:'
Two panicipants from the LlA sample group stated Ihal Inuit do wish 10
be pan of the prescnt educational system. They suggested that by being pan of
the system, Inuit would be able to establish a bener working relationship ben.vecn
educator.; and the community. One participant expressed concern for their
children and the future of the region. An LlA emplo~ pointed out:
At several conferences the Inuit made it dear they would like 10 control
the education oflheir children. Whether or nol this is possible. is
questionable. However. it is the Inuit who must be given the opponunity
to decide.
Both Inuit teachers also felt that it was desirable for Inuilio be pan ortlle present
education system, They emphasized that working together would benefit
everyone.
There was a wide range of opinions in the administrator sample group
regarding this question. Two administrators fell thai Inuit did not wish to be part
ofthe present system. One person felt that the parenlS did not really care because
~everythingwas in English. even if they were involved (hey probably feel that
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they would not make any contribution.'· Another said, "If Inuit wanted (0 be
pan of the system there would be more of them involved."
The administrators who thought that Inuit wished to be pan of the system
felt ,hat Inuit should have a greater say in the overall running of their children's
education. One individual stated that the present system must be "tailored"
toward the Inuit culture which would eventually lead to a separate: educational
authority for Inuit. Two administrators felt that they could not give conclusive
answers to this question. They suggested they did not know enough about the
Inuit culture to fann a credible opinion onc way or the other.
Both non-Inuit teachers thought there were a desire and a need for Inuit to
be part afthe present education system. However, both teachers indicated that
the present level of involvement was insufficient.
Summary of Data
There was a wide range of opinions regarding this question. It was
obvious from the comments that all participants were not satisfied with the
present level of involvement. About half of the parents who responded felt that
the Inuit needed their own SYStem. Other parents expressed a need 10 be pan of
the system but suggested that it had to be modified to meet the needs of the Inuit.
Similar views were renected in the comments of the administrators
Again. there was a range of opinion. Some administrators expressed a desire. on
Ihe part of Inuit, to have their own educational system. Others said that Inuit
need to be accommodaled within the present system. The Inuit teachers and LlA
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employee fell that it was desil'llble for Inuit to be pan or this present system if it
was modified to accommodate their needs. This view was reflected in the
comments oflhe non·lnuit teachers.
Buffett (1987) supports those participants who argue that it is beneficial
for the Inuit to be pan oflhis education system. He maintains thaI for a system to
be effecrive it must allow for involvement of the people it serves. The Royal
Commission on Education (1992) also recognizes the need for t~ public to
become part of the educational proc:css. The Commission made it clear in its
recommendations that the Labrador Inuit should be involved in the fonnal
education system. The rationale for Ihis involvement seemed to be based on the
assumption that more Inuit involvement would lead to a more culturally relevant
education system for the fnuit(Williamson, \987).
7. Do [tWit need to MpIl" ofthe present adminisualion structure? 1/50. in
WM' capacity?
Twenty-six panicipanu responded to this q~ion. The three who did not
respond were Inuit parents. Those Inuit parents who did ~pond, with excepl:ion
of one individual felt that Inuit need to be part of the presenl administration. This
particular individual preferred to be pan of the present system ··only ifil was not
possible to have complete Inuit COnlro1.~
Other parents advocated Inuit administrative roles were needed 10
preserve this language and culture. One parent said. "Inuit needed to feel a sense
of ownef5hip. - Others claimed lhallhe present administration should be at least
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50% Inuit with representatives from every community. The comments from the
parents left the impcession that the present administration required mo~ Inuit in
key posilions in order 10 more fairly promote the interests onnuit. Another
stressed the need foc. better womng relationship between the school and the
community. The parent made the following points:
There is a lot of need for Inuit to take part in order for the administration
strUcture to come up to par and meet the needs for both groups. The
parents need to become more informed of what is going On at school;
what needs 10 be fixed and how problems can be straightened QUI ifthcy
arise. All we need arc: more Inuit involved so that there could be a good
working relationship between us and the school. . We leach the children
who they are, and their values. Rules are made: al school and rules are
made at home. . everything should be in balance. We arc: both in
trouble if there is no cooperalion.
The LlA participants felt that Inuit needed to be either part of the prescnt
administration or form their own separate education system. They felt that key
Inuit administrativc posilions were necessary in order for Inuit to determine the
direction or education and how il should be implcrm:nted.. One participant
insistcd:
.... having Inuit administration is not cnough. A change in direction and
thc educational value systcm is needed. One that is in compliance with
Inuit culture.
..
It was also suggested by a member of this sample group that Inuit need to takl: an
advisory role in the development of the curriculum. The Inuit teachers also felt
that having Inuit in administrative positions would impr~ communication
between teachers and the lnwt community.
Seven out ofeight administrators felt thai it would be desirable to have
Inuit in administrative positions. Five oftheadministralors said that they should
be pan oftJ1e present adminiSinltion structure only if they have trained in thai
area. Their roles need to be defined.. One perwn suggested that post secondary
education be a requiremenl
One administrator argued lhal it may be desirable but not necessary for
10uill0 be involved in educational administration. He/she stated:
No more than any other person who serves in this capacity. If the
vested interest of Inuit language and culture can only be seen as se~
by designation ofauthority 10 a single individual (i.e. principal and vice-
principal) who are Inuit, then some organizations may choose this route
In OUT present system Inuit perwns have SCfVed in administrative
capacities. The knowledge ofloca.l families, culture and traditions help
serve in guiding decisions of staffas they relate to the community. In a
panicipatory decision making process others on staff are capable of
seeing that Inuit interests are served. . administralion structu~ based on
authority as oPJXlSCd to shared deciSlon making may impact (negatively)
8.
on the community in terms of perception ofme school"s openness to local
educational issues.
Both non-Inuit teachers advocated the need for lnuit administrators. They saw
(he role of louk vice-principal as having great potential.
Sumllluy of Data
There appeared 10 be a const:nsus on the pan of.lI participants ~garding
the need for Inuit in administrative roles. The major difference between Inuit
participants and administrators was lhal most of the administrators emphasize the
need for some kind of fonnallraining. None orlhe participants from the Parent,
UA, Inuit teachers, or non-Inuit teachers groups mentioned that this was
important. However. the data in this section dearly indicate thai the majority of
participants think Inuit have 10 take an administrative rolc within the pcesent
system or develop a system ofthcif own.
Do~ (1996) points out that the public has lhe democratic right and
inherent responsibility to engage in their children's education; and that
pannerships with the formal education system are the most imponant feature or a
child's education. She points out that responsive and quality education could be
achieved when parents and the community members became involved in the
decision-making process at the level which most affected their children.
Downer takes exception to the administrators who argued thai Inuit in
positions ordecisions-making need some kind or training. She says:
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Paren[S need not be well educated to make a difference but children
benefit when parents are aware of the issues and have input into the
solutions. Only extensive dialogue and sharing in real issues affecting
children and parents can bridge the perceived gap between the values
of the school and the values of the home (p 12).
9. Ifthe IMil are not involved enough in the educll1ion oftheir children. what
can be done to improve their involvement?
Twenty-eight participants responded to this question. One parent did oot
respond. They provided a number of suggestions on how Inuit could become
more involved in the educational system. Some comments and suggestions made
by parents were as follows·
(I) Inuit Elders into the classroom to infonn students about Inuit
history
(2) Credits should be given for lnuktitut. Art, Inuit HislOry, and
cultural events.
(3) Emprove public relations.
(4) Get the L1A involved in education.
(5) Involve local organizations such as women's groups.
(6) Educate the parents to the educational system. Provide prOb'l'ams
that would help improve parenting skills. The parent who made
this suggestion claimed that parents have been introduced to
.,
excessive drinking when they were -'schooled by English tcachers
in residential schools....
(7) Invite and em:ourage parents to come to school.
(8) Try and gain the parents respect and tnlSt
(9) Invite parents to panicipate in events such as fund raising.
reading programs, and classroom assistants.
Two parents in this sample group indicated thai it was difficult for parents to get
involved. One ofthesc parents said lack of involvement was due !O a "fear of
schools- and a reluctance to deal with the school board.
The LlA participants emphasized the need for bener communication
They advocated community involvement in a more meaningful way. One
participant said, "Inuit must be able to see their input being reflected in the
decisions made by people in the educational system.'- Another person from the
group stated. "the school should be made more comfortable and fTiendly for Inuit
parents. - [t was expressed that "schools should reflect the values and needs of
the Inuit'" and "that efforts have to be made to improve school and community
relations." Instead of always expecting parents to visit the school, the ··school
could visit the parents." One panicipant said:
Moravian Missionaries downplayed the need for Inuit involvement in
education. Inuit have come to learn not to be involved in education.
This has to be turned around. Inuit need to understand that it is
imponant for them to become involved in the edU(:ational process.
"
One of the Inuit tcachers said he/she did not know how 10 get Inuit involved in the
education of their children. The other participant stresSed the need for a beneT
working relationship between the school and community. He/She said that
parents like to see a lot oflnuktltut work done by their children.
The administrators expressed the same sentiments as the other three
sample groups. They noled that there was a great need for more Inuit
involvement in the educational process and offered a number of suggestions on
how the situation might be improved. It was stressed that the school and Inuit
community need to work more closely together. Inuktitut and Inuit cullure have
to be emphasized more in the school's curriculum. There was a need seen for
more consistent and quality contact between the school and the Inuit community
One administrator said"
Inuit parents have to be made to feel more welcomed and comfortable in
the schools. We must increase invitations to assemblies. open houses.
regular lessons and also invite Inuit parents to help out in the school.
The "us and them" image must be broken down
It was recommended that a process be developed whereby the Inuit can
understand the imponance of their participation. A participant in the
administrator group saw a need for Inuit "to be engaged in assessment of their
present involvement as the precursor 10 whaltheir involvement can, and should
be.~ The need to involve Inuit Elders and hire culture-sensitive teachers was also
brought out in the administrator group
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The non-Inuit teachers made similar suggestions to the other sample
groups. They too acknowledged a need for more Inuit involvement in the
educational process. The notion of asking for Inuit volunteers 10 help out in
school and to help guide decision making was stressed. One teacher suggested a
reward/recognition for effons made by Inuit parents. The idea of implementing a
mechanism for assessment and feedback was recommended.
Summ8ryofData
All participants in each sample group indicated a serious need for Inuit
parents to become more involved in the education of their children. They all
made concrete suggestions on how this might be accomplished. The major
difference betw~n Inuit and the non-Inuit panicipanls was that Inuit placed a
greater emphasis on the need to involve Inuit Elders and to make the school more
accessible to community organizations such as the LLA and Women's Group.
They also place more emphasis on the need for Inuit to see the curriculum reflet:t
Inuit History, Art, and Culture. The non-Inuit participants tended to concentrate
on the more general notions of public relations, assessment processes and
participation through local school comminees.
The concerns and ideas presented by the Inuit participants are reflected in
current literature. [ngram (1982) promotes the need for aboriginals to involve
their own people in the education system. He concluded that the perceived lack
of aboriginal involvement as a key factor in contributing 10 poor performance in
school. Ingram recognized the aboriginal community's need 10 make education
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more culluraJly relevant. Ingram's position is supponed by Douglas (1994) who
maintains that lnuil control over the formal education system is the onJ.y way to
ensure cultunll viability. She sUggestS that only through community
empowerment will the lnuil be in a position 10 develop a cultwally relevant
education system for themselves.
The non-Inuit participants' ideas ofgood public relatioas are more in line
with Buffett's (1987) work. SufTen assens thai in order to bring about chan~ for
the benefit ofchildren and society, the school must have public support. He says
schools have obligations to infonTl the public of the good work they are doing.
Facilitating an understanding ofwhat is being and can be accomplished will
encourage more public suppon for our schools. The suggestion for a needs
assessment process is supported by the work of Ingram and others (1982). These
authors recommended thai I well-developed assessment plan be a vital pan of
any educational process that seeks to promote change and improvemenL
10. Is the preHnl administration doing enough to facililate Inuir involvemt'1I1
in the educadotull pro«SS? Please aplaill.
Twenry.four participants responded to this quescion. The five who did not
respond were from the Inuit Parent sample group. Those parents who did
respond. thought thai the present administration was not doing enough to
facilitate Inuit involvement in education. Only one parent felt hislher school was
doing enough to encoUBge involvemenL He/she said -an Inuit vice-principal and
"
Inuit on the school board show that the Inuit ",-ere making a \'aluable contribution
to the educational process.~
Most parents. however, fclt that the administration was not doing enough
to facilitate Inuit involvement in the educational process and thatlhe Inuit have
problems working with white people because of racial difficulties One parent
said:
I feel there is IIOtenough confidence in the Inuil (of small p{acc:s). Inuit
are Out numbered by whiles. 1lJe older generation don', speak the
English language. lnuil just criticize the whites because aftheir colour.
Inuit don', wanlto work with Kablunak.
Other parents indicated progress could only be made in this area if there were
more Inuit instructors and administrators.
LIA participants agreed with the Inuit parents by saying there was oot
enough being done by the present administration 10 facilitate Inuit involvement.
One participant thought being pan of the provincial structure limiled
administrators' ability 10 address this issue. For example. "t~ are obligated 10
follow provincial curriculwns. bound by provincial certification and provincial
regulations." Helsh~ would urge Ih~m to do more but knows their
(administrators) hands are tied
It was pointed out in this group that Inuit schools are pan of a larger
system which has larger central schools_ Priority is often given to these lars~r
central schools. "Music at Peacock is a priority over life skills al Hopedale."
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Inuit requests (eg. involvement in teacher hiring), are not always seen as
workable or as valued by the present administration. It was argued chat
communication and information are in English and that this does not facilitate
Inuit involvement. Another UA participant felt that at present Inuit involvement
in the educational process is ··non existent" He/she said·
The school committee is run by non-Inuit and that Inuit involvement at
the board level is so weak it might as well not exist If you are dealing
'Hith an fnuit educational system. the majority in the structure should be
Inuit and knowledgeable Inuit.
Only one individual in this group indicated that progress in this area was being
made. He/she said that in the past few year's there has been a move in a positive
direction. But ··older people~ still need to be encouraged and be involved
because of their insight. Both lnuit teachers felt that more could be done by
administrators to facilitate Inuit involvement but offered no suggestions on how it
might be done.
Seven out of the eight administrators thought that they were either doing
enough or doing what they could 10 facilitate Inuit involvement in the educational
process. Two acknowledged that there may be room for improvement Only one
panicipant said "no", but offered no explanation for hislher answer
Some ofthe things administrators cited as helping to improve Inuit
involvement were"
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(1) Courses are being offered for those who wish to avail of them (i.e. Inuit
Immersion), even though they arc not offered in all schools on the coast,
and they are probably not taught enough in the higher grades. Those
who are interested in the process are able to become involved through
their school committees which has some influence on the decisions being
made.
(2) The administration provides lnuk vice-principal positions. Inuit workers
in the Curriculum Centcr, and student teachers for Inuktitut language as
well as Inuktitut Immersion teachers.
(3) Schools and the School Board office are facilitating Inuit involvement in
the form of many groups and committees such as the Inuit Education
Advisory Committee, TEPL and School Councils.
(4) School development initiatives have given impetus to staff plans 10
involve parents in a more meaningful way in the education of their
children. Administrators of the LEISS have initiated a school
development philosophy that encourages the means to create initiatives
that are continuous and ongoing to rise the profile of the school in the
community.
The administrators who thought improvements could be made suggested that
administrators need to go out to the community much more than they do and that
more reaching out (al school level) would increase Inuit involvement. One of the
non-Inuit teachers said:
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The administration is action oriented. But in light of the large numbers
of students who have left school and the serious social problems such as
drugs, especially solvent abuse, suicide and problems with the law. it
does not seem appropriate to say "enough" is being done. Everyone
involved needs to work more cooperatively and harder.
The other non-Inuit teacher felt that what can be done locally is being done.
He/she used Inuit vice-principalship, trying to increase parent/school
communication, and supporting Inukritut programming as examples.
Summary of Data
There was a great disparity between the Inuit perspective on this issue
and those of the non-Inuit participants. As a whole the Inuit participants
indicated that much has to be done on the part of the present administration to
facilitate Inuit involvement. They described a number of significant barriers that
have to be over<:ome in order to make progress in this area.
The administration, on the other hand. felt that they were doing an
adequate job in helping facilitate Inuit involvement in the education process
They cited a number of programs and initiatives undenaken by the presenl
administration to this effect. They implied that the ownership of the problem was
in the hands of the Inuit. That is, avenues were there for involvement. the Inuit
community just had to take advantage of them
The apparent gap between what the administration perceives itself as
doing to facilitate involvement and what the Inuit perceive them as doing. is not
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to be unexpected. Buffen (1987) reminds us that there is a major gap between
what educators would like schools to do for children and what the general public
thinks schools are doing. In order to bridge this gap. he suggests that the public
needs to become more involved in educational decisions and that educators must
realize the value of their opinions. Buffett proposes that there must be a bringing
together of general citizenry and educators.
Sectioom
Is the preseD! administrative structure flexible enough to allow for Inuit
involvemenl in the de(:ision making process?
The following two questions were designed to provide insight into issue:
11. Does the present administralive struc/uTI! allowlOT enough Tnui!
involvelfU!lIl in the edMcadonal process?
Twenty-five participants responded to Ihis question. Four parents chose
not to answer the question. Qut of the nine parents that responded, two said they
were not sure how to answer the question, One parent said that they thought
he/she answered the question through other responses. Only one parent said that
the present administrative structure allows for Inuit involvement. He/She said
«The reason Inuit were not involved in education is because they are too busy, or
just do not want to be:' The panicipant claimed that it was not the school. but
the parents, who was at fault
The remaining five panicipams said that present administrative structure
does not allow for involvement in the educational process. One parent noted thaI
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the system had to be structured in a manner allowed for some Inuit control. It
was suggested that changes in make up of school councils and committees were
necessary. Another parent said, "No. We need our own system where there is
Inuit control." Most participants in this sample group failed to elaborate on their
answers. As such, it was difficull to ascertain the reasoning behind some of their
Members from the LlA group all indicated that the administrative
structure was not suitable to Inuit involvement. They did not present many
details in their answers but seemed to suggest thaI Inuit themselves have to take
the initiative in becoming involved in the educational process.
The Inuit teachers thought thai the administrative structure has allowed
for some Inuit invol~nt through local school comminees and the Inuit
Education Committee. 1be other participant £rom this group thought that more
suppa" was needed from parents and organizations within lhe community.
Six out of eight administrators thought that the present administrative
structure allowed. for Inuit involvement in the educational process. They saw
Inuit as involved through school comminees and administrative positions. One
participant suggested that any position in the administrative structure is available
regardless of race. It was assumed by one administrator that the opportunity was
there but may not be used to its fullest potential. He/She suggested affinnative
action may be an option to consider or a bener advertising of the present system.
A participant from this group stated:
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There is enough flexibility in the present administT1uive structure to
allow for lnuil involvement ... The present strUCture can allow
increasing Inuit involvement. Such involvement should occur in a
systematic manner with a separate educational authority as the goal.
The two administrators who answered "no" to this question, provided no
explanation for their responding this way. The two non-Inuit teachers thought that
the present administrative structure allowed for Inuit participation through school
committees, the school board and Inuit vice-principal.
Summar-yofOata
There was a disparity between how the Inuit perceived the administrative
structure and how the non-Inuit participants perceive the structure. For the most
part, Inuit participants thought thaI the administration was structured in a manner
that was not conducive to fnuit involvement. Most of the administrators seemed
to lake the opposite view. They saw the administration as flexible enough to
accommodate Inuit concerns and felt that it was incumbent upon the Inuit to take
advantageofthisstrucrure.
The manner in which the administrative system is structured is crucial to
public involvement (Hargreaves, 1990). The administrators' view that present
structure is flexible enough 10 allow for Inuit involvement does not seem to be in
compliance with current literature. It was concluded in the literature review that
the structure of the Labmdor Easllntegrated School Board takes on a pyramid
shape. Greenfield (1986) suggests that a depanure from this traditional fonn is
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required ifthe public is to become involved in the educational syslem in a
meaningful way. McClure (1988) advocates thai hierarchial structures have to be
flattened in order to promote shared leadership. Trunter (1994) argues that
today's education system requires more f1ex.ibility and responsiveness than
rraditional centTalized structures allow.
12. Ifthe present admitUstrtllive S!nlCIUN! impedes IlIMit participation. how
might it be changed to allowfor panicipation?
Eighteen participants responded to this question. Six Inuit parents, one Inuk
teacher and four administrators chose not to answer. Out ofthe six Inuit parents.
five thought the administrative sttucture impeded Inuit participation and
recommended ways to improve the situation. Two parents believed that the
administrative sttucture could be improved by recognizing Inuit for their input
and giving academic credits for programs thai are uniquely Inuit. Another
suggested that the present administration be dissolved and "let the Inuit run their
own show... These participants recognized a need to be more informed about the
adminisrrative structure, in order to know what areas and to what extent they
could participate
A need was perceived for Inuit to be included in setting up of the
programs they would like to see offered or included in the curriculum. It was
suggested that Ihe school and staff should be more approachable. An
environment had to be created that allows Ihe "Inuit to feel comfortable if they
come to visitlhe schoo1.~ Other ideas included more social activities done at the
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school for adults only and a night ofevents for all age groups such as -fun gamots.
story night, etc.~
The LIA panicipants took a more critical view of the present
administration's ability to promote Inuit participation. One panicipant was not
sute if the administrative structure could be changed enough to eventually include
'"true' Inuit involvement He/she said:
We will need an muit School Board to ensure true Inuit
involvement/participation. This way, they would get more participation
then presently. This would get muit more interested, motivated and
encouraged to eventually become involved. As long as iI's seen as a
government school, it will be difficult to get Inuit participation.
Four of the participants in the administrator sample group did not respond to this
question. The fout, who did, had differing views on the subject. One
administrator said that the only ones who do get involved are bilingual parents
He/she suggested that memos be sent out to parents to let them know what is
going on and tty to involve parents as much as possible. Anolher administrator
did not feel that the present administrative structure impeded Inuit panicipation.
This person stated:
Inuit need to be more academically qualified so that they can be
competitive for any job vacancy that may occur. especially in the high
school academic subject (core subject) area.
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[t was suggested by a member of this group that any impediments that may exist
need identification., and be redressed.. He/she referred to an assessment process
mentioned in an earlier question. (t was indicated that [imitations may VCr)' "-ell
exist for a variety of reasons; collective agreements. mind set. panerns of
behavior, etc. However, these limitations could be overcome by having all parties
discuss and come to terms on alternative structures and ways of doing things
The two non-Inuit teachers had views similar 10 the administrators' One
felt that an adequate structure is in place with the [ouk Vice-Principal. He/she
said:
Activities that were the direct concern arthis administrator should bring
alai of positive change. Everyone has their part to play, but the
integrity and love for Inuit culture generated by this individual are
crucial. The Inuk Vice-Principals should visit the N.W.T. to establish
communication and use the initiatives that have been developed there to
foster Inuit language and culture.
The other non-Inuit teacher did not believe that participation is impeded, but felt
it could be enhanced by increasing parental involvement to all structure levels,
and increasing the nwnber oflnuit personnel at various levels.
Summary of Data
The Inuit participants perceived the present administrative structure as
much more of an impediment to Inuit panieipation than non-Inuit panicipants
Their suggestions on how to improve<! the situation ranged from the notion of
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creating all Inuit administrative struclUre to making the schools more friendly and
approachable to Inuit. The non-Inuit participants generally felt that the present
administrative structure posed no real barrier to Inuit participation. They
suggested using existing avenues within the present structure to address any
problems.
Buffetl (I 992) would see these perceived barners 00 pan aCme Inuit
participants as problematic. He notes that perceptions orOOmers can impede
interpersonal communication and cause a breakdown in the communication
process between the school and the community. Buffett maintains thai awareness
afthe organizational, strvcturaI and psychological barriers that can affect
communication is nece:ssaf)' if the school and community arc to work effectivcly
together. He points out that administrative suuctw-es have to be developed that
pennits a clear now of information between the school and community.
StttiOQ IV
Do important stakeholden have ideas that may kad to an administrative
stl'1lctnre tbat .nows for more effective C1)mmanK:alioD between tbe louit
community and tbe formal education system'!
The following two questions were designed to shed light on this issue:
8. Do you/eel there is enough communication between the school system and
the IlUIit'! Ifnol, how might COlfllfUlniCatiotu~ improved'!
T~nty-se~n panicipants respondccl to this question. Two from the
parent group did not answer. Only one parent said that communication was
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adequate. saying that he/she personally gel OOICS almost daily and nC"'isleners
monthly. The same parent also said that the children communicated to them well
on what activities they are doing at school.
Most parents. however, claimed that there is lack ofcommunication
between the school and Inuit parents. One paTenI said:
An lnuk parent is very delicate when it comes 10 communicating with the
school. It should not have to be a Kablunak who goes around telling Ihe
students to go to school ifshelhe misses school. II would be better
communication jrthe school could hire a married person who has an
understanding ofthe' Inuk family and explains each time whal education
is all about
Other parents believed that communication has to start with the parents
who do not participate in lhe school. It was recommended lhat mOfe public
relations within the community, bilingual officen. newsletters in Inuktitut &.
English, would be helpful. II was proposed by one parenl that they should be
more infonned about their children's activities and gntdes. He/she staled. '1'
seems like the only time I hear how my child is doing is when I get his repon
card There should be parent·studenl clays. to give them an opportunity to
communicate with each other more about school activities (maybe go on a picnic
or have a game day, etc.)."
Some parents expressed fear about contacting the school, afraid that they
......ould be lold they were doing something wrong with their children. this would
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make them feel guilty because they might have been able 10 do something to
prevent these perceived wrongs. Communication was seen as vet)' poor between
the Inuit and the school. Both cultures~ descn'bed as misunderstood and that
there was DO need for misunderstanding between them. According to a parent,
--Communication is the key 10 open OUT hearts and minds for a better tomorrow
for both lnuit and non·lnuit and most ofall for our students."
Others suggested communication could be improved by having meetings
with the Inuit teacheR, parents. and principal of the school. It was advocated thaI
everyone needs 10 get involved. especially the [nuil parents. in order to help
jXeserve the culture and language from being lost. Recommendations also
included public meetings between the school system and Inuit. II was proposed
that administJ3.lon had 10 be more approachable. open-minded. and good leadeTs.
The doors to 1M: school should be opened more often for parents. Give parents
reasons to come 10 the school other then fM parent-teacher intcr'Views and
negative reasons (disciplining children)
Like Inuit parents, LlA panicipants were unanimous in their call for better
communication between the schools and the Inuit. A participant from this group
made the following statement:
As you are aware there is NO communication between the schools and
the Inuit. As to h()w this can be improved is very hard to say. Look at
the relationship and c()nlact with teachers thr()ughout the years. Many
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Inuit see reachers rwic:e a year, the opening of school and when re3chtts
are leaving.
Some suggestions made by the llA participantS to improve the situation an: as
follows:
(1) the schools need to make more information available,
(2) encourage more community involvement in a meaningful way.
(3) allow people to see that their input is reflected in the decisions made by
the school,
(4) more communication in Inuktitut and actions derived from their input,
(5) make school more comfonable and friendly for Inuit parents.
(6) periodic infonnal meetings and formation ofPTAs. and,
(7) more encouragement by school committees to get groups such as the
chureh Elders and parents involved.
An Inuk teac~ felt that communication could be improved by utilizing
the local radio stations because Inuit usc the Tadio for infonnalion and news.
Another said that communicalion "'-"QuId be improved ifmore parerlls showed up
during report card to see their children's work.
Seven administrators acknowledged a need 10 improve communication
between the schools and the Inuit community. There were a number of barriers
identified by this group which impeded communication. They included:
(I) Problems with language, meaning, function, and methods of the
educational system:
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(1) Educational jargon which creates a barrier between themselves and the
Inuit.
(3) Outside teachers need to visit the community much. more than they do.
(4) When School Councils come into effect they could be used a means (0
provide for increased involvement.
(5) Communication can be improved by more teachers contacting parents,
more newsletters, increased use of community resources, and
facilitating opportunities for parents to visit schools and talk to staff.
(6) Strucntles need to be defined and assigned roles in a communications
system. The Inuit, as do other groups of people, must be a full partner
in the communication process, and not viewed as the audience to which
communication is directed.
(7) The power structure has to change.
Two administrators noted that communication is a t\Vo-way process. One even
said that there is enough communication. He/she stated, "the Inuit community
has representation on the school board and through that fonn concerns can be
brought forward and addressed."
Both non·lnuit teachers thought that school makes a real effort to develop
communication and is doing a satisfactory job of communicating with Inuit. The
most progress was seen as coming from the teachers working dil"e(;tly with the
parents in various aspects of their child's education. It was suggested that an lnuk
vice-principal should work with tcachers personally to expand this.
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Snlmary of Data
Most panicipanLS in all groups recognize thaI~ is. significant
communication problem between the school and the Inuit community. The Inuit
participants believe thatlhis problem is much more serious than do the
Administrators and non-Inuit leachers. All sample groups identified possible
communication barriers and made suggestions on how to overcome these barriers.
There were a number of salient themes identified in the responses to this
question. They included a strong need on the part of Inuit participants for control
over their educational system, a desire for a more opened and friendly climate: in
the school, and the need to make Inuit cultun: a part oflhe educational process.
Research indicates thallhese ideas are important constructs to be
considered in developing an effective administrative struetun:. Epstein (1992)
notes that parental communication and partnerships with the school affect student
achievement Downer (1996) explains the merits of a community's need to
develop a sense ofownership over the education system lhal serves them. The
need for culturally relevant education is reflected in the writing of Sergiovanni
(1990) and Greenfield (1986). BulTett (1987) reminds us thai schools need to be
perceived by the public as friendly and open to parental input.
13. Is there Q need to develop fl completely new educational structure/or the
Inuit communiti~1 Please explain.
Twenty.five participants responded to this question. Four Inuit parents
did not respond. Nine out often Inuit participants thought that there should be a
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completely new educational structure developed for the Inuit One parent said
that the present system would be adequate if it~ modified. One LlA
panicipant advocated a completely new structure. Another said the issue should
be handled through a Lands Claim Settlement, and one su.ggested that the present
system De modified to accommodate Inuit interests. Both Inuit teache~ said a
completely new stJ'UCtW"e was needed. Five out of eight administntors answered
··no·' to this question, two said "yes;' and onc was uncenain. Both non-Inuit
leachers stated that a new educational structure was unnecessary.
The Inuit parents gave a variety of reasons as to why they wanted a new
educational structure. One participant thought that the InuitofNonhem Labrador
should have their own School Boards. SO the lnuil could control what is being
taught to their children. He/she cited examples such as Labrador hislOfy.
LabTador land names. and Labrador Inul.1:itut. Another individual said:
As a full-blooded Inuk, I feel that 00 matter how hard we tty to develop a
complete new educaliol'\8.l structure for the Inuit. it will never happen. As
I went to school, they seem [0 foccc: us, to teach US in English really bad
I was given English homework and if I never studied, I would be given
detention for a whole halfan hour after school. If you want a new
structure developed. r wish you luck
One parent felt that the present system needed to "be overhauled to
recognize that they were tnuit who are being taught two new languages and two
new histories which are not of real significance.- It was felt the system was very
II:!
overpowering because Inuit ways for a long time have been ignored. There was
need 10 involve the "living culture" with the present education system in a
manfICT that is less bias 10 the Inuit life style. Another Inuit parent staled:
Yes, the LIA neods to take over the educational system so that it ,",,'Quid
~ appropriate foc our Inuit communities. I believe thaI if we have
ownership, parents would be more involved within the school.
11 was suggested that the Inuit needed 10 be allowed to "make their own mistakes
and not have to live with the mistakes other peopl.e made for them. n One parent
felt thaI a structure oecded 10 be developed which stressed the Inuit cuilure in
high quality, reputable programs, fearing thaI otherwise the Inuit culture would
disappear. The Inuit parent who thoughl that a lotally new structure was nOI
needed said, ""the present structure should be tightened up and made more
relevant to the children in the region.-
The LlA panicipant who advocated a new educational structure did so on
the premise that the Inuit had to create their own inSlitulion so they could realize
their own educational needs. He/she said:
It would promOte Inuit values, beliefs. and ways ofdoing things while at
the same time preparing people for runner post secondary studies .. it
would be done by entrenching and fostering Inuit values.
One LlA participant seemed to suggest that these goals could be accomplish«!
within the present struCtUTe. An Inuk teacher advocated a new educational
structure. He/she stated:
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There should be schools that have only Inuktilut speaking people. It is
the only way we.can get ahead. No English speaking school. High
school students should be taught by an Inuit Elder.
The other lnule teacher felt Inuktitut teachers should have more resources such as
already prepared Inuktitut readers, worksheets, tests, and tapes. He/she indicated
that this was nol possible under the present system.
Unlike the Inuit, the majority of administrators perceived Ihc present
education structure as adequate 10 serve the inlerests of the Inuit. One
administrator said that a new structure was not nC{:essary because lhe Inuit
needed the money and most of the skills and training presently afforded by our
schools. Socielies and cultures are becoming more and more mixed and since
there is no way (or even need?) to stop this, then the education structure should
probably reflect this mixture
AnOlher participant from this group pointed oul that, in this modem day
society of fierce competition. the education structure provides equal opportunity
to Inuit and white men alike. It was also stated Ihat while the present system may
need to be revamped, the population must be proportionally represented at all
levels. A member from Ihis group expressed the following points·
Any educational organization faces the same challenges in delivery of
education to children. The organization has to have the mechanism built
in to allow for decision making that incorporates Ihe best interests of the
people it represents (i.e., the children of our native communities). Who
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can do a better job oflhis is dependent on howefTective and relevam the
organization is in providing the service it is intended for. The focus of
any educational organization will still be on how the mission and values
of education for the Inuit and all children are accomplished. Our native
schools have this focus through its development of programing, staffing.
and school improvements that focus on excellence. The fundamental
principals of human interaction and achievement need a structure that
al10ws for change. Our school development philosophy can provide this
mechanism independently of influence and single vested interests
The two administrators who look exception to the views ortheir counterparts did
so on the basis that they felt Inuit communities have unique needs. One of these
panicipants stated that if the financial resources and the public will are there for a
new education structure designed to respond to the needs of these communities.
it should be sought after and implemented.
A non-rnuit teacher pointed out that we have a responsibility to prepare
students for a possible future In the outside world. He/she felt that directives and
structures dictated by the Department of Education encouraged this. The other
participant from the group suggested that the present structure was adequate as
long as we constantly try to improve involvement and communication between
the two cultures and are willing to make most of the feedback we receive.
Summary of Data
"5
There appears to be a major gap between the Inuit views on this issue and
those of the non-Inuit It is quite evident that [mul perceive themselves as having
unique needs that cannot be met through the present education structure. Th~
feel that their interests can be best served by an education structure that is
uniquely Inuit and under the control oflnuil. The non·[nuil P"Irticipants, on the
other hand. feel that the educational interests of Inuit can be met utilizing the
structure already in place. They seem to feel that the avenues are there 10 allow
for Inuit involvement. The people just have to be taken advantage of them.
The responses to this question seemed to be divided along cullurallines.
The Inuit dissatisfaction with the present administrative structure can be
understood in light of administrative theory (McClure 1988: Senge 1990:
Hargreaves 1994; Trunter 1994).
These authors suggest administrative structures thaI do not fit W'ith
ttaditional pyramid models ofthe Labrador East Integrated School being
advocated by the administrators in this study. They see meaningful communiry
involvement in the education decision-making process as very important. To
facilitate this process Hargreaves proposes a structure based on the idea of a
"moving mosaic." This is a nonlinear flexible structure that pennits maximum
community involvement. Both McClure and Tnmter suggest that flanened
administrative structw"es are required to allow for effective involvement of all
relevant stakeholders_ Flexibility and responsiveness to the external environment
are centtal to their understanding ofeffective administrative SttuctuTeS.
II.
Question 14 was constructed in order 001 to limit panicipants responses to
the questions constructed by mc. It was to provide them with lhe opportunity to
express opinions and concerns on any issue Ihey considered importaOl regarding
the education system:
U. Do you. have any additiotUll comments?
Seven Inuit parents, one LLA participant. one Inuit leacher and one oon-
Inuit teacher chose to make additional comments. In an attempt not to lose the
context of their statements I thought it was appropriate to present them as they
were written. The comments were edited only for readability and to protect
confidentiality.
Parent One"
I have been given two children. I read to, and leach my children in my
native language. in my very own way of life. The school board or the
school system cannot teach any such thing in school the wayan Inuk
parenl can do in lnuktitut.
Parent Two:
f feel that if an Inuk parent sends hislher children to schoollhey are
sending them to be taught in English. not in Inuktitut. lnuk is a blood
eating lnuk. a raw eater. You teach us in Kablunak. You poison our
lives and we have to play by yow rules each day. Now this, you ask us
many foolish questions so perhaps maybe if we can help ourselves. It is
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like we have to beg for an education system. The school does noI leach
Inuktitul as I understand. I had my daughters talking in lnuktitut in
__ but after two yean of teaching here in _ they came home
talking in Kablunak. lbe__ lnukritut education program does not
improve OUf children's language. You have a schoo! system that has only
a KablunaJc school board. I look forward seeing an Inuk school board
member. Otherwise, rdo nOI trust the school system anymore. If the
school system would ask questions and like to see improvement in the
Inuit school system, perhaps
This is your great big step. Be serious about il and start making foot
steps and let the Inuil stan following OUf ancestors in the school system.
Parent Three:
Yes, many schools have poor lighting, poor ventilation. and 100 many
foreign teachers. It would be a perfect solution 10 have a teacher who
speaks English and Inuktitut. so that a kid who happens to be lnuit will
not feel that he is a lower person for the longest time. The educational
system we have has been bias towards the Inuil There were limes when
an Inuk kid was strapped at school for speaking his own native tongue.
Those images have to disappear.
Parent Four·
All ofthe comments I made were without prejudice. It's how I see it.
while sining back and nol overly involved. BUll am concerned about
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helping my children with homework, going to PTAs etc l"m not on the
local school council, but I am concerned that the Inuit need to be in
control ortheir children's education.
Parent Five:
It seems all I did was criticize the Inuit for not trying to be involved in
the educational structure in the communities. For the bettennent of a
hometown, there has to be good attitudes from the (nuit toward other
people and races. Confidence needs to be built upwards to show thai
anything can be done if we try. Inuit need 10 show respect for
themselves and other people. If one believes in oneself, set hislher mind
iOlo trying something once., whether mistake is made or nOl, goals can
be achieved_ BUI, that is not the case. Bad attitudes need 10 be fixed.
Racism and alcoholism need to be eliminated. t can go on to criticize
Ihe Inuit But they're not all bad people. There are some of us who
would like to see something done that would improve working
relationship between the Kablunak and the community, so Ihal my son or
daughter will get the best of learning in school. The educational
structure should be in balance and meet the needs of Ihe children, tile
parents and the school.
Parent Six'
We take out their children /Tom school for the spring because we think
it is also educational for them. We try to teach them how to survive
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outside by fishing and trapping, and by living offlhe land. A lot of
theses students and children will not get a good education otherwise.
This is my honest opinion. We all have (0 learn to accept each other
whether we like it or not. We have to tty and let parents know thaI. If
parents aren't giving to their children. how are they to really educate
them with a full effort, to learn what is taught to them by you teachers.
Nobody is too old or too young to leam iftheir hearts/minds are put to
the test The teachers here in the community should be more involved
with the parents, even ifil's not a school day
Parent Seven:
I would like to involve parents (Inuit), teachers and students in setting up
a program to help preserve our badly needed Inuit heritage and way of
life. But these programs have to be proven to work. Also. there is a
need for more life skills to be included in our education system. Most
important, our life skills' instru<:tors need program materials and a
curriculum to follow. There is not one for them to follow. They just
teach with minimal equipment and material. The life skills' instructors
need to be recognized as staff members here to. They need to know
they have important roles to play. They should not feel unwanted and
made small.
UA Participant:
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I should mention again that since the lI\Je Inuit (versus L1A Member) are
the minority in most North Coast communities, it may be difficult to
implement an Inuit only strue1Ure. However, the Inuit have always
respc:cted and managed to cooperate with others and their needs. I feel
the same is possible here. For example, progntms could be available in
Inuktitut and English or FrellCh ifneed be. But the Inuit would decide
this!
Inuit Teacher:
I would like to make a short comment I have been working in the
school for a few years. When I look at each year pass, I see the same
rollline happening. Inulctitul teachers are forever making their own
teaching materials year after year, trying their best 10 keep up with each
new day, and trying to teach in a professional manner. Maybe this
could change for the bener with somc:body's help. Thank You.
Non-Inuit Teacher:
Instead of thinking of only the Inuit of today, it seems we should all give
some thoughlto the ancestors of the Inuit, who not only survived fOf"
cenruric:s in Labrador, but developc:d such a rich and vibrant life thai
people today could fall back upon in so many ways. How would they
regard the Inuit of today? What would they wish the educational system
to do for the children, their descendants, as they move on into an
unknowable future?
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Summary of Data
These final comments are passionate arguments promoting the right for
Inuit to control their own education system. There are various interpretations lhal
could be dRwn from lhese stalements. However, it seems quite dear that a
significant number of Inuit parents are disenfranchised with the educatioo system
that serves them. There may be a nwnber of reasons for this.
TaY'lor{I991) would explain the feelings of these parents by suggesting
that parenlal non-involvement has lead 10 a feeling ofalienation, loss of political
control, loss ofdignity and loss of freedom <in Downer 1996). Downer suggests
that those who feci excluded from decisions in educational matters eventually
realize, consciously or unconsciously, that solutions are found and decisions are
made without them and by an "immense tutelary power.~ She says that such
situations can spell disasters as people find themselves in out ofconlrol and
distasteful position of powerlessness.
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ChapterS
Conclusions, Educ:alional Research and Recommendations
Upon close review orthe data, it is reasonable to conclude that there is a
difference in perceptions among the various groups of stakeholders as to the value
and the effectiveness orthe present education system for the Inuit of Northem
Labrador. The survey data in Section I of the analysis show a clear disjunction
between what the Inuit perceive as the priorities and purposes of education and
that of the present administration. The Inuit consider their language and culture
to be of primary importance and say that the purpose oflhe education system is to
protect and promote these values. The administration. while recognizing the
importance of culture and language, feels that academic achievement and
preparation should be the top priority.
Section II of the survey shoW!; that there is a need for more Inuit
involvement in the education system. All sample b>TouPS concluded that here is a
lack oflnuit input and control within the fonnal educational system in Nonhem
Labrador, especially from parents and imponant organizations within the Inuit
community. The Inuit panicipants feel a greater need for more e;'(tensive
involvement.
Section III oftnc data analysis revealed that the Inuit perceive the present
administration as inhibiting Inuit involvement in the education process. Some of
the Inuit participants even advocated an entirely new education system
completely under the control of Inuit. The majority of administrators thought the
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administrative system was adequate. They fell thaI it JUSI had to be utilized more
effectively by lhe Inuit.
Section TV clearly indicates that a larger effort in opening up
communications between the formal school system and Inuit has to be made. It
can be concluded from the comments made in Question 14 that a major
communication gap may exist between lhe fonnal education system and a
significant number of Labrador Inuit. The data indicate that some Inuit feel
alienated from the school system and appear mistrustful oflhe people they
perceive as in control. However, lhey suggest that the gap between the education
system and the Inuit needs to be bridged.
In consideration of the current education theory, data analysis, and the
reports cited in this study, I have arrived at a number ofsuggeslions which may
be useful in helping the Northern Labrador School District resolve some of its
administrative problems. [t was pointed out by Greenfield (1986) that education
paradigms must recognize the values, morals. goals and ideals of the people it
serves. This would imply that in constructing an effective administrative
structure. the unique qualities of a particular community or area must be taken
into account. Consequently, the Labrador East Integrated School Board would be
well advised to identify those traits in the Inuit population which may pose
problems in facilitating community involvement in the educational process
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Analysis ofdata ofSections m and TV reveal that the following traits in
the fnwt population may make involvement in the formal education sySlem, as it
is presently structured, difficult:
(I) Many Inuit are passive. silent and withdrawn in formal settings.
(2) English is not spoken in many Inuit homes. They do not
understand English or it is their second language.
(3) Communication problems are both verbal and nonverbal. Many of
these problems are unintentional, yet still carry disorienting
meanings and messages.
(4) Inuit often perceive school personnel and curricula as
characterized by attributes such as self-expression, ag","Tessiveness
and working for personal advantage, which run counter to values
of many Inuil.
(5) Continued insensitivity ofthe education system to Inuit culture and
community problems result in withdrawal from school, parent
apathy, and community alienation.
(6) Provincial and school authorities are perceived by the Inuit to have
a tendency to exclude them from decision making and planning
regarding their children's education.
While there are those who will take exception to these interpretations,
they are reminded that the data derived from this study. as well as reports from
the Labrador Inuit Education Conferences of 1977 and 1987 have identified these
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traits to be common in Inuit communities. The: reader must also take into account
that these observations an:: generalizations and arc not descriptive ofevery
member or aspect oflhe school district.
There an:: a number of things that can be done 10 facilitate community
involvement and r:mpowennent in the school district ofNonhem labrador.
Greenfield (1986) and 5erglovanni (1980) would suggcsl making lhe educational
system more culturally sensitive so that it reflects the values of the society it
serves. Based on the suggestions that participants made in SC(:!ions J and 4, the
following ideas appeal 10 these constructs·
(I) Encourage teachers to be interested in and supportive ofcultural diversity
They need to live and be involved in social interaction within the Inuit
community.
(2) Encourage acceptance and respect., ofthe Inuit culture, on the pan of the
school staff.
(3) Utilize local community resoun:es in development ofinstruetional
material and programs. E'WI'Iples of such resources cited are:
- Inuit history pcojects:
- Outdoor education programs using ell:perienced hunters from the
community;
• Arts and crafts development, employing local anist and crafts people
as instructors;
-Employing Inuit Elders to teach Inuil values and culture;
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• Local peoplt: can bt: very imponant in gathmng and rranslating
storil:S.
(4) Local peoplt: are probably among the be:sI resource people to shape the
content of readm and books oflegends.
(5) Assign an Inuit administrator to coordinate district-wide community
rclations and activities.
(6) Strengthen cross-cultural education.
The following recommendations are made to address tht: constructs of
effective communication and bt:ner public relations advocated by Buffen (1987).
These recommendations are basN on ideas presented by Buffett in~
Commynity Relarioo$ IS well as ideas derived from pa"icipant responses in
Sections n, III and IV of this study: The suggestions arc as follows:
(1) Make sure: communitymem~have access to the school both during and
after school hoW'S.
(2) The School Board should give attention to such things IS establishing
parent-school relations program
(3) Form a school communications committee: thai includes at least a leacher,
suppa" staffmembc:r, one parent, a student and ifpossible a member who
is not a parent.
(4) Publish periodicals, reports and newsletters on community activities of the
district.
(5) Work: toward establishing a warm and fiiendly school climate.
1:!7
(6) Avoid confrontations with the community.
(7) Open up more channels ofcommunication in the administrative structure
that facilitate two-way communication.
(8) Use all forms of available media to inform the community about the
school programs
The need for Inuit to take a more active role in the decision making
process of the education system was revealed as extremely important in the data
analysis. More Inuit involvement in, and control over, the education system was
seen as panicularly imponam to Inuit panicipams. Downer (1996), Tronter
(1994), Begley (1995) and Davies (1991) all praise the merits ofimponant
stakeholders being involved in the education system by becoming imponant
players in the decision making process. The findings of this study indicate the
following as a means to achieve this goal:
(I) Give community groups credibility in the eyes of the fonnal system by
placing control directly in their hands and by allowing decision-making
powers with regard to spending educational funds.
(1) Encourage: activities in which students have 10 utilize leachers, parents.
community members and organizations.
(3) Make sure objectives have a sharp focus thai is understood by all those
involved in the decision-making process.
(4) Linguistics. occupational and professional role-models from the Inuit
community should be an integral pan of school activities.
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(5) Invoh'C Inuit volunteers in tutoring, counselling and as guest speakers in
the classroom, etc.
(6) Emphasize student achievement
The manner in which the: labrador East Integrated S<:hool Board is
constructed has come inlo question. Survey data in Sections 3 and 4 suggest thaI
the education system is not conducive to Inuit involvement. McClure (1988),
Hargreaves (1994), and Trunter (1994) advocate administrative Structures thai are
more horizontal and nonlinear than thai depieted by the Labrador East Integrated
S<:hool Board (Figure 2.1). They emphasize flexible administrative structures
that allow for maximum input from all stakeholders in the education system.
Buffett (1987) promotes administrative struet~ that have avenues for two-way
communication.
Figure 5.1 shows an administrative model based on constructs of
flexibility. horizontal control and nvo-way communication nenvorb. The model
differs from the one already in place in Nonhem labrador in that it recognizes
official input from important political groups. committees. organizalions, parents.
and other individuals from the Inuit community. Not only does the model
propose communication between local groups and the educational institution. it
also shows two-way communication channels between imponant stakeholders
within the education system. Consequently, the school district is receiving input
from many essential sources. There is also a mechanism for feedback between
the various units within the structure.
,
.~
I I
12Q
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While some disagreement may exist as to what the sib'1lificanl variables
are that contribute 10 a good educational system in Inuit communities Downer
(1996) recommends more community resources. Commitment and input are seen
as essential to an effective educational program. In consideration ofHolmcs'
(1986) notion ofeducational theory being consideta:! in the social context of the
environment in which it was created, an effective school board for Northern
Labl1ldor must at all times emphasize sensitivity, acceptance and respect of the
Inuit culture.
A good lesson could be learned from ~Project North.'· This project has
shown that educational issues become more relevanl when it touches the liVd of
many people in a signiflCant way. and/or when there has been a large input of
fiscal or malerial resources. If Inuit communilies make a real commitment to
education they will not want to see something they work hard to develop and
nurture, fail or come to an end (Ingram el. al.. 1982).
The administrative structure depicted in Figure 5.1 was designed to create
avenues that allow for Inuit involvement in and control over their education
system. The reader, however, is cautioned that a well.«signed structure is not all
that is required to deal with the educational problems being experienced in
Northern Labrador. We also need to develop and implement a stralegy that
addresses some of the recommendations made earlier in this paper. Because of
the enonnity of the problems being discussed. I will outline a development and
implementation plan that is very general in nature.
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Facilitating community involvement and empowerment requires a great
deal oftime, money, energy and commitment on the part of everyone concerned..
However, implementing a strategy that permits Inuit control over their education
system is imperative (Ingram e1. al., 1982), ifany real progress is to occur in the
schools ofNorthern Labrador
By applying the philosophy and some ofthe general principles established
by Fullan (1991) and Daggett (1993), as well as suggestions ofInuil participants.
an implementation and evaluation strategy for Inuit control over their educational
affairs is outlined. With regard to implementation. the following process is
recommended:
Stage I
The Labrador Inuit Association, in cooperation with provincial and federal
government, should establish and fund an Aboriginal Educational Committee
This committee would be comprised of the following:
(I) Inuit speaking parents
(2) English speaking parents
(3) Inuiland non-Inuit teachers
(4) LlA educational consultant
(5) School committee and school board member
(6) Interpreter/translator
(7) Curriculum specialist
(8) Provincial educational consultant
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(9) $l\Jdent
This stage of the process recognizes Daggett's idea ofencoun.ging a
partnerShip between community groups and leaders and educationallcaders in the
implementation~. It also takes into ace:ount Fullan's argument that large
school projectS need funding and time for materials., t«hnical assistance. training
and planning.
Stage 2
The committee would establish procedures and operational guidelines for
itself It would also define the duties for each member.
Stage 3
During this phase the committee would be assigned the responsibility of
developing and carrying out a needs assessment project..
Stage 4
After a needs assessment has been completed and educational goals and
priorities have been detennined. steps would be taken fO implement them. II is
important that local TeSOW«S be utilized and community members involved at
this phase of the program.
Stage 5
Most problems IWiIl probably be encountered during the actual
implementation phase. To deal 'Nith this, a monitoring system must be put in
place_ It would be responsible for assessing proj«t outcomes as well as
developing policy alternatives based on experiences and findings. Through the
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process of monitoring, steps would be taken to strengthen the less effecti..'c
elements of the program.
Stage 6
By the final stage of the implementation process, the less effective
elements would have been removed or upgraded. The goals established in the
needs assessment stage would be more finely tuned at this point so thaI energy
would be centered on achieving the desired goals.
Evaluation and monitoring should play an important role in all phases of
the program. This idea was recommended by both L1A panicipants and
adminiStrators in Section 3 aftbe data analysis. Based on a working model
established by Ingram and Mcintosh (1980).1 will present an evaluation and
monitoring plan that should assess both the internal and extemal objectives of the
proj~1. The external component would assess the effectiveness aflhe program
in achieving objectives such as improving school· community relationships. The
internal component would assess lhe program with regard 10 what factors are
contributing to its success.
'The evaluation plan would be designed 10 be carried out in five phases:
(I) Mobilization: During this stage contracts would be negotiated. An
evaluation learn would be fonned and preparation made to
undertake the program.
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(2) Orien18tion: This s18ge would be necessary to acquaint the
evaluators with the program, the people and the environments in which
they would be working.
(3) Procedure and lnstrumcots: Data would have been collected since
the program began. However, most of it should be collected after a
design period in which procedures and instruments would have been
developed.
(4) Data Gathering. Consultation, and Data Analysis: This would be
designed to be carried out over the life of the program.
(S) Reporting: Reporting would be done by various modes throughout
the life of the project.
1be particulars of tile evaluation, monitoring and reporting plans are described in
Table 5.1.
There should be two general objectives penaining to the processes
depicted in Table 5.1. First. there should always be focus on the effectiveness of
implementing the strategy. Sa:ond, the impact of the strategy must always be
considered in relation to the objectives it is supposed to achieve. Both of these
aspects can be met through careful examination of the project structure, activities.
interrelationships and attitudes of the people involved. In light of the six central
components ofevaluation suggested by Holmes (1989), I would suggest that
interviews, observations. questionnaires and document analysis procedures form
the core ofthe data gathering system. Since the program is being implemented in
us
an Inuil community where there is a high illiteracy rate and where English is the
second language, I would recommend interview'S as the main data collecting
lools.
There are no ready-made solutions to the very serious educalion problems in
Nonhem Labrador. Fundamental changes have to be made in order to improve
the presenl situation. However, Inuit must be involved in this change process at
every level, and in SlJCh a manner (hey would have a maj~ impaci on the
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Appendix A
BanyFlynn
P.O. Box 257
Nain.Labrador
ADP ILO
709 922·2813 (work)
709922·2274 (home)
October 16,1995
Mr. Tim McNeill
Education Advisor
Labrador Inuit Association
Happy Valley, Labrador
ADP lEO
Dear Mr. McNeill:
J am a graduate student at Memorial University of Newfoundland doing my
Master's Degree in Educational Leadership under the supeTVision of Dr. Glen
Clark. r have taught at Jens Haven Memorial School for the past nine years and
Ihis year I am the Vice-Principal orthe school.
Please accept this letter as a request to carry out my thesis study in the L1A Claim
Area. The title army thesis is A Study Examining the Need for an Improved
EduqtjQol'1 Administratiye Structure for Inuit Communities
The study is designed to achieve the following four obj~tives:
1. To identifY iftherc: is a disparity between the educational priorities and
values of the Inuit and the Labrador East Integrated School Board.
2. To find out if there are barriers that impede Inuit involvement in the fonnal
educational process.
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3. To identify significant variables that would contribute to a more effective
educational system ror the Inuit community.
4. To elicit from the Inuit suggestions thaI would lead to an administrative
structure that is more conducive to their involvement in education.
There win be a total of 32 participants involved in this study. They will include
14 Inuit parents selected from the communities orNain, Hopedale, Makkovik,
and Rigolet Each parent will represent a separate household and will have at
least one child anending school. Participants will also include 4 employees of the
Labrador Inuit Association, 2 Inuit teachers, 2 non-aboriginal teachers, and all of
the administrators orthe Labrador East Integrated School Board. All participants
\vil1 be randomly selected, with the exception or school administrators. All
school administrators from Nain, Hopedale, Makkovik, and Rigolet will be
included. The superintendent and assistant superintendent of the Labrador East
Integrated School Board will also participate in the study.
Subjects will be selected for the study in the following manner. I \vill contact all
the participants by telephone and ask them 10 participate. At this time I will
explain to them the nature and purpose or the study. Each participant will be
forwarded a questionnaire and asked to complete it An assurance of
confidentiality \vill be given to the participants both verbally and in writing.
Where necessary, participants will be contacted in person by Inuit field workers
These field workers will be certified interpreter\translators. They \vill be
informed ortbe nature and purpose orthe study. All reasonable precautions will
be taken to ensure that the participants' responses are recorded as honesllyand
accurately as possible. The field workers will explain to the panicipants in
Inuktitut or English the purpose and nature orlbe study. Confidentiality of
responses will be assured both verbally and in writing.
All oftbe information collected will be for Inuit use and Ihe Labrador Inuit will
be acknowledged and given credit for participating in the study. Research results
will also be made available to all subjects who panicipate in the study.
My thesis proposal has been reviewed by the Ethics Review Committee of
Memorial University of Newfoundland and has been approved by thaI committee
Dr. Stephen Norris, Acting Associate Dean, Research and Development is acting
as the resource person for the study.
Any participation in the study is completely volwnary. Panicipants have the
right to wilhdraw from the study without prejudice at any time and refrain from
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answering whatever questions he or she prefers to omit. I have attached a lener
of consent for the panicipants to sign.
[believe that this type of work will be beneficial for all concerned. llook forward
to your positive response and approval of my study. Should you require any other
infonnation, I would be happy to provide it 10 you.
Yoursttuly,
Bal'TYFlynn
attachment
ILLAGiATTAV!'o";,'!G A
Barry flynn
P.O. Box 257
Nain, Labrador
AOP lLO
709 922-2813 (SULlAKAVIME)
709 922-2274 (AiNGAMINE)
October 16, 1995
Mr.Tim McNeill
[[INIANIl/P MITSANUT OKAUJIGlAJE
LABRADOR INlRT KATlITJIKATIGENGA
HAPPy VALLEY, LABRADOR
AOP lEO
NALITARA MR. McNEILL
PtJAGES[MAVLUNGA IUNlAVITSUAME MANA lLlN1AGlALAUVANGA
MEMORIAL UNlVERSITIME NEWFOUNDLAND-EME
ILESAGIALALUNGA ILINlAGATSANIK KAMAJIUKATAUGUAMUT.
£LINIATITSEJTUSIMAVUNGA !ENS HAYEN ILlNIAVINGANE NINANE
JARENE LANGESIMJUNE AMA UMANE JAREME ANGAIUKAMUT
TULLlUVUNGA ILUNIAVTME.
KUJALEGAJAKUNGA LENUGUATIKKA ALALlJUStAKUT
ANGITTAUPATA PMTSAKATTITULUNGA KAUJ1SAGIAMUT LlA
SATUSAITAGASUATANGATA ILUANE. TITIGATSAKA
NULANlAKKTAKALAKUT !MAl( KA{DSANIK KANaK POJMTSAMIK
AfJI AnlANIKAGAJAMANQAT II [SAWK IMDTNlINANGINE,
KAUJISANNIK NALUNA..UlGASSAVUK SITAMAUIUNIK
TUNGAVTIJGUNNATI1NIK
I. NALUNAIGASUALUGO MAGUILINGAMAGAT IUNlAGATSAMARET
rNUlT PIUSITUKANGILO rUNIAVET KATTIMAJINGITA AKUNGANE
TIATAUJUT (LABRADOR EAST INTERGRATED SCHOOL BOARD)
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2. KAUIISAGASUANTK fNUIT AfFIALATUKAMAGATA
KAMAKATUGlAMUT ILINlAGATUSNUNIK.
3, NULANAll.UGIT SUNAIT ATJIGENGrnrr PIUNlTSAMIK
ATUTIAUGAJl1IT ILISAVINE NUNALIMMUIT NUNAGINE.
4. KAUJISALLUNGA INUNNITKANUK rSUMAKAMAGATA
AUlATAUNIKAGAJAMANGAT fi.INlAGATSAIT
KAMAKATAUNITSAKATITULAUTIGLQ.
KAUIISANlK n..ALIUTITSD...AKUK FOURTEEN·ANlK AfiPARlNIK
NUNALIUJENIT OKUNANGAT NAIN. HOPEDALE. MAKKOVIK,
POSTVILLE. AMALO RIGOLET·EMIT SEPAIT AUlATSIJINGENlT
Il.INlAVINGNIK ILUAKATULAGlVlIT. ILUNATIK KOUJISATAUSlMAJUT
lNUNGNUT AnIGATSUALA1UT AMA LABRAOOR fNUNOIT
rLlTARIJAULAKUT IKAJUSIMANlNGO'lUT fi.UKATAUTIEVUNGEA
AKALUUSIANIK OKALAvruSIMAJUT UNIPKAUsruSSMAJULO
APTSUTAUJUT ATITAGESUNGULAKUT ANGINNIMENUT
KATILLUGIT ll.AUKAUIISAVlULATUT 32 GOLAKUT. UKAUNGOLAKUf
14 ANGAJUKAT TNUlT NUNALIMIUNIT UKUNANGAT NAIN. HOPEDAlE.
MAKKOVIK, AMA RJGOLET·EMIT.
ANGAJUKATATAUSIMIK [GLOKATEGllUNTK KIGGATIlLAKUT
ATUATS[M]GLO SORUSIKALlTTIK ILINlAVIME. KAUJISAVlULAMEJUT
4·RAT LABRADOR INUIT KATIfTJIUATIGENGANIT. 2 MAGGUK INNUK
rLlN1ATITSEJEK,2 MAGGUK KABLUNAT rrJNlAmSEJEK, AMMA
!LUNATIl( AULATSIJIUIlTT KAUJISAVIULAGTVUT ILUNATTK
NALUASANIKUT TIGUJAULAKUT. IUNlVIUP AUlATStJENGITA
ASlAGlIT. AULATSEJIT ILUNATIK n..AUKATUALAKUf NAIN·EMIT.
HOPEDAlE. MAKKOvtK. AMMA RIGOlET EMIT. ANGAJOKAK
TULIALO IlJNlAvtNEK AULATSlJE ILAUKATAKLAGIVUT
IT.IN1AGATSAIT IMMAK TIGGlJLATUAUlAKUT !LAUJUT
KAUJISAVlGELATAKA OKALAUTIKKlIT(PHONE) TUKISITIGlALUGIT
SUNAMIK SUNAMUlO rrJNlAMAGAMA. TUNlTSTVIULAMtJUT
TATATUGATSANIK APITSUSINIK. ANGINIMlNIK ATITAGELAGIVUT
nnQASIMNUMIK SlAMATITAUJIUTIlLGIT NAMUALUTlUNAK
PIGlAKAJUNE. Il.AUKATAUJUT IKKAJUTAULAKUT INUIT
SULLlAKATINGlNUT. OLATUTKATALUTIK
ABLASANGUTITSISUNGULOTILLQ. KAUJITITAUSlALATIfT KANOK
KAUJESATUKAMANGAT. PEJUNNAUSlMITUlLO nTllGAlUTTK
KUISIGIS£MA]AUSIMAJUNIK. SULLIAKA'ITIT nsr INUKTmlT
"I
KABLUNATULLO TIlKSrNATSIATIJMTK OKAUTAUSfMAJUNIK
TITOGANEKtJr ANGEN1MIN1lC ATITIAGEGtA KALAGMfT.
KENUGAGUTIGA KIMMIKUTAUSIMAVOK KAMJIUJUNUT
ILINlAVITSUAME l\.1EMORlA UNIVERSITY NEWFOUNDl.AND-EME
NAMAGEJAULUNE. DR. STEPHEN NORRIS KAUJESATIUP
ANGAJOKANGATA ININGANEJOK OKAUJEGlAJIUOrvOK
TAMATSUMUWGA KAUJESANIUB
PIGMAJUT KISSIM!K PIGIAKAvur KENATIUNAK ll.AUGUMANGmJK
UBVALOAPITSUSlNIK TATATIUGUNANGmJK
AlAnurAUNIALUNGrI1JK TAMATSUMINGA TITTIGASIMAJUMIK
AmAGESUNGOVUllT ANGGAAGAPIT OUKAMANGAPQ.UNNIT.
MR McNEILl.. lPPENlAVU'NGA TAMANA SULIATSAK
IKAJUGUNAGAJAMAT ILUNAINIK., AMA NEGIUUVUNGA ILIMNUT
KJUJAUGlAMUT KAUnSAGlAGUMAGUVIT KUVlASUGAJAKUNGA
KIUGlAMUT.
ILITARlJAT,
BARRY FLYNN
nAGlAGUTINGA
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Appendix B
____~hcrcbyagree to complete a questionnaire forme
Educational Leadenhip thesis tmdenaken by Barty Flynn. I understand that my
participation is voluntary. No individual or organization will be identified, and I
give pennission to be quoted in any research ankle produced after I have had the
opportunity to review the tert
Date: _
Interviewee's Signature- _
ILLAGlAITAL'NL.'1G B
UVANGA ,ANGMJNGA KIUGlAMIK APITSUTlNIK
ILIANUIP MITSANUK TI1lGATTAUSlAMJUNlANGlATUNGA
KUlOlAMtJf. NALLIALUNIT INUK UBVAlO KATThilAJET
NALUNAITAlJNIANGElUT.ANGrvuGA ON!PKAUSIKA
AnITAUKUlUGIT KAUJISATIUJUNE TITGAITAUSIMAJUNE.
UVULUNGA _
APITSUTAUJUP ATINGA _
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Appendix C
BanyFlynn
P.O. Bo;<2S7
Nain,labrador
AOP lLO
709 922-2813 (work)
709 922-2174 (home)
October 16, 199.5
Dear panicipant:
I am presently completing a Master's Degn:e in Educational Leadership at
Memorial University of Newfoundland under the supervision ofDr. Glen Clark
My thesis is entitled A Study Examining tt!< Ncq1 for an Improve' Edllgrignal
Structure for Inll;' Communities.
The study is designed to achieve the following four objectives:
1. To identify ifthere is a disparity between the educational priorities and
values orthe Inuit and the Labrador Easllnlegrated School Board.
2. To find out if there arc barriers that impede Inuit involvement in Ihe formal
educational process.
3. To identify significant variables thaI would contribute 10 a more effective
educational system for the Inuit community.
4. To elicit from the Inuit suggestions thaI would lead to an administrative
strucl~ lhat is more conducive 10 their involvement in education.
'There will be a loull of32 participants involved in this study. They will include
[4 Inuit parents selected from the communilies ofNain. Hopedale. Makkovik,
and Rigolet. Each parent will represent a separate household and will have at
least one child attending school. Participants will also include 4 employees of the
Labrador Inuit Association, 2 Inuit teachers., 2 non-aboriginal teachers, and all of
the administrators of the Labrador East Integrated School Board.
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Participants will be randomly selccted, with the exception of school
administrators. All the school administrators from Naill. Hopedal~.Ma/d;ovik
and Rigolet will be included. The superintendent and assistant sUper1n1et'l<knl of
the labrador Easllntegraled School Board will also participate in the study.
Subjects Vlill be selected for the study in the following manner. I will COntact all
the participants by telephone and ask them to participate. At this rime I will
explain to them the nature and purpose of the study. Each participanl will be
forwarded a questionnaire and asked 10 compl~te it An assurance of
confidentiality will be given to the panicipants both verbally and in writing.
Where necessary, participants will be contacted in person by Inuit field workers.
These field workers will be certified interpretentranslators. They will be
infonned of the nature and purpose ofth~ study. All reasonable precautions win
be taken to ensure that the participants' responses ar~ recorded as honestly and
accurately as possible. The fi~ldworkers will explain to the participants in
lnuktitut or English the purpose and nature of the study.
My thesis proposal has been reviewed by the Ethics Revi~w Comminee of
Memorial University ofNewfoundland and has been approved by that commin~.
Dr. Stephen Norris, Acring Associale Dean, R.cscarch and ~lopmentis acting
as the resource person for the study.
Your participation in the study is completely voluntary and all responses will be
kept: in strict confidence. You have the righltO withdn.w from the studv without
prejudice at any rime and refrain fi'om answering whatever questions ~r~u prefer
to omit. Research results will also be made availabt~ to you upon request.
The anached questionnaire has been sent to all other panicipants. It will provide
you with the opportunity to have input in this project.
A stamped. self-addressed envelope has~ included. Thank you for your time
and consideration Ifyou have any questions, please call me collect at the above
number.
Yours truly,
Barry Flynn
attachment
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IUAGlATIAC:--1ING C
BARRY FLYNN
BOX 257
NAIN. LABRADOR
AOPILO
709 921.2813(SULlAKAVIME)
7fFJ 922-2274 (ANGIGAME)
OCTOBER 16. 1995
NAGLITARA lLAUKATAUJUK.:
MANAUTD..LVGO PUAGILETAGA ILINlAGATSAGA UJNIAGATSANUT
TASrtJITIUGlAMUT ll.INlAVITSUAME MEMORIAL UNTVERSITV
NEWFOUNDLAND-EME. ONlPLAUJIKKA TlAJAUVUK~
PlllNITSAMfK Ala AJ11ANETSAKAKIM IJQQ II fNlAGATSAIT [h'IJIT
~.
KATILLUOIT ILAUKAUnSAVIlJLATIIT 32 GOLAKUT. UKAUNGOLAKUT
14 ANGAIUKAT INUIT NUNALI1viIUNIT UKUNANGAT NAIN, HOPEDALE,
MAKKOVIK. AMA RIGOlET-EMIT.
ANGAJUKAT ATAUSIMIK IGLOKATEGIJUNIK KJGGATIlLAKUT
ATUATSIMIGLO SORUSlKALlJTtK llIN1AV1ME. KAURSAVTULAMEJUT
4-RAT lABRAOOR INUIT KATUTJIUAllGENGANlT. 2 MAGGUK rNNUK
UJNIATITSEJEK.. 2 MAGGUK KABlUNAT ll.lNlATITSEJEK. AMMA
IT.UNATIK AULATSlnUJtIT KAUJISAVIULAGIVUT IT.UNATIl<
NAlUASANlKUT TIGUJAULAKUT, ILINIVlUP AULATsrJENGITA
ASlAGUT. AUlA15EJIT ll.UNATIK. ll.AUKATUALAKUT NAIN-EMIT,
HOPEDALE, MAKKOVIK. AMMA RJGOLET EMIT. ANGAJOKAK
TULlALQ lLINIAVlNEK AUlATSIJE ll.AUKATAKLAGrvuT.
ILfNlAGATSAIT lMMAK llGGULATIJAULAKtrr. ll.AUJUT
KAUnSAVlGELATAKA OKALAUTIKKUT(PHONE) TUlUSffiOIALUGIT
SUNAMIK SUNAMULO ILINlAMAGAMA. TIJNITSIVIULAMIJUT
TATATUGATSANIK APITSUSINlK. ANGlNIMINIK ATITAGELAOfVUT
nTIGAS£MAJUMIK SlAMATITAUJn.ITILLGIT NAMUALUTTUNAK.
PIGlAKAJUNE. D..AUKATAUnrr lKKAJl.JTAULAKlJT INUIT
SUllIAKATINGrNUT. OLATUIKATALUTTK
ABLASANGUTTTSISUNGULOTILLO. KAUmtTAUSIALAnrr KANOK
KAUJESATUKAMANGAT. PEJUNNAUSIMITIJLLO nmGALlJl1K
\'7
KUlSIGIS[MAJAUSlMAJUNlK. SULUAKATIlT nSf fNUKTITUT
KABLUNAnru..o TIlKSINATSlATUMIK GKAUTAUSIMAJUNIK
nmGANEKUT ANGENIMINIK ATTITAGEGlA KALAOTVUT.
KENUGAGtrnGA KlMMIKtITAUSIMAyaK KAMJIUJl.JNtJf
n.INlAVITSUAME MEMORIA UNIVERSITY NEWFOUNDLAND-EME
NAMAGEJAULUNE. DR. SlCPHEN NORRIS KAUlESATIUP
ANGAJOKANGATA ININGANEJOK OKAUJEGWIUOrvOK
TAMATSUMUWGA KAUJESANlUB.
PIGMAJtIT KlSSiMIK PIGlAKAVUT KENATIUNAK ILAUGUMANGfTIlK
UBVALO APITSUSINIK TATAllUGUNANGITUK
AlATI1JTAlINIALUNGI11JK TAMATSlJl\.1lNGA TITnOASIMAJUMIK
AffiAGESUNGOVUTIT ANGIMAGAPIT OUKAMANGAPILUNNIT.
ATA1UK mlGATAUSlMAJUK APUSUTIK TIINlJAUSCMAVUK
n..ANGENlJT INUNGNUT AIPARENlIT FOURTEEN-ANUT AMA SEPANUK
AULATSIJENUT LABRADOR ILINlAVlNGENTK. PIFETSAKALUVlUTIT
KAMAKATAUGINMlITTAMATSUMINGA.
KAUJIMAKKUVASE AlAnuTAUNIKALUNGETSUE
AMAKIKGUSEGUASE SlAMATETAUNlALUNGEllIT. NAKKUMEK
lKAJUKATAUMEGATSE ISSUMATSASUlTAUNEME.
APITSUGUMAGUTSE OLALAVUGUNATUNGA NUMARAMUT KANGANE
TITIGASEMAfUMKT COLLECT CALL·EGUNAruSE
TLITARIJASE
BARRYA.YNN
lLAGlAGUTA
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Appendix D
&nyFlynn
P.O. Box2S7
Nain,UIndor
AOP ILO
709 922-2813 (work)
709 922·2274 (home)
October 16, 1995
Mr. Calvin Paley
Superintendent
LEISS
Happy Valley,
Labrador
AOPIEO
Dear Mr. Patey.
I am in the process ofcompleting my Master's Degree in Educalionall..eadm.hip
at Memorial UniVCT'Sity ofNcwfoundland. The titlc of my Ihesis is A...SJ.wb:
Examining the Need for an Improved Educational MmjnjSAtjve StnJeD.I'S fQr
Inyit Commynitjes. This (ener is to ask you and Mr. Vey for your assistance in
helping me with my proposed study. I would also like 10 have the Board of
Trustees ofLEISB informed and have their consent for d1is study.
lbc study is designed 10 achieve the following four objectives:
I. To identify ifthcre is a disjunction between the educalional priorities and
values aCthe Inuit and the labrador East Integrated School Board
2. To find out ifthere arc barners thai impede Inuit involvement in the formal
educational process.
3. To identify significant variables thaI would contribute 10 a more effective
educational system for the Inuit community
4. To elicit from the Enuit suggestions that would lead to an administrative
StrtlClure that is more conducive to their involvement in the educational
system.
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There will be a loul of32 parricipants involved in this study. They \\ill include
14 lnuit parents selected from the communities ofNain, Hopedale. Millovi\:.
and Rigolet. Each parent will represent a separate houscnold and \\;11 have al
least one child attending school. Participants will also include 4 employees of the
labrador Inuit Association. 2 Inuit teachers., 2 non-&boriginal teachen, and all of
the administrators of the Labrador East Integrated School Board.
Participants will be randomly selected., with the exception of school
administrafors. All school administrat~ from Naill. Hopedale. Makkovik, and
Rigolct will be included. The superintendent and assistant superintendent of the
Labrador East Integrated School Board will also participate in the study.
Subjects will be selected for the study in the following manner. I \vill contact all
the participants by telephone and ask them to participate. At this time! will
explain to them the nature and purpose afthe study. Each participant will be
forwarded a questioMaire and asked to complete it An assurance of
confidentiality will be given to the participants both verbally and in writing
Where necessary, participants will be contacted in person by (nuit field workers.
These field workers will be cenified interpreler\translators. They will be
informed of the nature and purpose of the study. All reasonable prttaurions will
be taken 10 ensure thai the panicipants' responses are recorded as honestly and
accurately as possible. The field workers will explain to the participants in
rnuktitut or English the purpose and natutt of the study. Confidentiality of
responses will be assured both verbally and in writing.
Research resuhs will also be made available to all subjects who panicipate in the
study, as well as, the Labrador East Integrated School Board.
My thesis proposal has been reviewed by die E1hics Review Comminee of
Memorial University of Newfoundland and has been approved by !hat comminee.
Dr. Stephen Norris, Acting Associale Dean, Research and Development is acting
as the resource person for !he study.
Any panicipalion in the study is completely voluntary. Participanls have Ihe right
to withdraw from the study without prejudice at any time and refrain from
answering whatever queslions he or she prefers to omit. [have attached a letter
of consent for Ihe participants to sign.
The research will involve a questionnaire for Inuit parents and the administration
of the Labrador Easllntegrated School Board.
Mr. Patey, I hope you and Mr. Vey will support this project and contribute by
completing a queslionnaire.
[would be happy 10 provide: you with any other informalion you may requIre
YOUlStruly,
BmyFlynn
cc Bruce Vey, AsSl Superintendent
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Appendix E
Thesis Questions
Winter Semester 1995
Barry Flynn
Comparative Analysis: A Comparison ofthe Labrador Inuit
Perspective on Education with that a/the Administration afthe
Labrador Eosllnlegraled School Board
Questionnaire
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1. Wbat purpose sbould education serve for the Inuit?
t6::!
163
2. Wbat do you feel sbould be Ihe educational priorilies of}'our
school board?
J. What are tbe positive impacts tbat tbe preseot educational
system is having 00 tbe louit?
164
4. What arc the negative impacts tbat the pnsent educational
system is baviog 00 tbe Inuit?
16'
S. Do you believe that the Inuit are involved enough in the
formal wucational system? IfDOt, wby!
166
6. Do tb~ Inuit wish to b~ a part of tb~ pr~s~qt educational
system? Why or why not?
167
7. Do Inuit need to be part oftbe present administration
structure? If so, in what capacity?
168
169
8. Do you feel there is enough communication between the
school system and the Inuit? (fnot. bow migbt communications
be improved!
170
9. If the louit a~ Dot involved enough in tbe education of their
children. what UD be done to improve their involvement'!
10. Is the present administration doiag enough to facilitate
Iauit involvemeat ia tbe educational process! Please explain.
171
II. Does the present administrative structure allow for enough
Inuit involvement in tbe educational process?
173
12. If the present administrative structure impedes Inuit
participation, bow might it bt: tbanged to allow for participation?
13. Is there a need to devdop a completely Dew educational
structure (or the Inuit communities! Please explain.
174
14. 00 lOU have an}" additional comments? '"
ILLAGlAlTAl':\1;\,G E
APITSUTET
BARRY FLYNN
KAUTJESAA'IK: KA(jJESA,~K KANOK
LABRADOR INUNGrr ISSUMAKAMAGATA
AlJLATSIJET Q.1J\lA.,'lK PIDJ1ITIGlLUGO
LABRADOR EAST INTEGRATED SCHOOL BOARD ASSlAGUT
APITSHET
116
I. KANOK ILINlAl'<lK lKKAJUNIKAGAJAKA IN:>oTNIK?
J77
2. KANOK [PENt"VlT ILE',[A,'lUP MITS"'''lT
KAMAGEJAUJUTSAlJMANGATA ILlNlAVET
KATTIMAJINGEl'lJf?
178
3. KJANOK lKAJurSIVAT Mk'\A lLIS"-'ll;L~TTATl"T
INNUNIK?
179
4. KA.'10K IKAJ{;TSINGELAK MAWA
ILISANlUUAITATUT lNNUNIK?
ISO
5. (PEl\"!AVINE !iAMATL"MIK L,'l!JT
KAMAKATAUMANGATA ILINlAGATSlAT M1TSANIJT?
AUKAGUVlT. SUMAN?
181
181
6. INUIT KAMAKATAUGUMAVA;"
ILINlAGATSAUKATTATUT MANAUTILUGO
PIDJUTIGILLUGIT? SUMAN UBVALO SIJMAU1'iGITl-:\,G?
7. E\uTI ILIAUKATAl:Jl!TSAUVA.'o;
AULATSIJlUKArrAT~KANULLO
AULATSIKATAVGlJ:IiALLTIK!
183
8. !PENlAVlT NAMATUMIK I"u"IT KA(;JIMATlTAl" -
KATAMAJIIGATA D..1NlAVET PIDJUTIGILLUGIT'
AUKAGUVlT, KANOK PIUNITSAMIK KAUJIMATTl -
TAUGAJAKAN?
184
185
9. INUIT i'iAMATCMlK KAMAKATATAI"'GIPATA
SORCSINGIT ILINIATITAUNINGINUT, KANOK TAMA'\'A
AJaGIATAUGATAKA?
10. MAl'iAUTlLLUGO AULATSITET "AMATDUK
KAMAKATAUTlTSIKATAVAN INUNIK ILINIAl'lUP
VlITSANUN? Ol\'IPKALUTlT ISSUMAGIJANGl\lK.
186
187
II. "'iA,"AliTILLUGO AULATSIJET
PIVlTSAKAnSlKATAVAN KAMAKATAUGl'NATlLUGIT
lL[l~IA.I\TUPMlTSA.I\'UN?
188
12. MA,',A[,T1LLUGO AL'LATSlJET KIPILCPATA l:\"llT
KAMAKATAUGIAGINUT KA!'IOK TAMANA
AKlGIATAUGATAKA!
13. TAMAI'iA !LISAMK ASL<\c"GL,1TALJl,SAl'VA
INL~T NUNALOMIUGOIUNUT TUEATlLUeO?
ONlPUAL1HIT ISSUMAGIANGi\1K.
189
14. ASSlA-"1K OKAUSITSAKAYEN?
190




